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akistan Bows To
Indian Ultimatum
Cease-Fire Called
"Backward Turn Backward
Oh Time in Your Flight, Make me
a child just once for tonight".
The writer of this thought
probably was seeking the sense of
utter security and love that being
a child brings. However few of us
would want the clock to turn
backward.

By United Press International
President Agha Mohammad
Hayha Khan of Pakistan bowed
today to an ultimatum from
Indian Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi and agreed to her call
for a cease-fire on the western
front, thus apparently ending
the third India-Pakistan war in
24 years. East Pakistan surrendered Thursday.

Reading this thought brings to
mind the morning of December
17, 1944 and we certainly would
not want time to turn backward
to this day. There we were at
"Heartbreak Crossroads" inside
$T Tank Destroyer
Company was attached to the
Second Infantry Division with the
mission of backing up the infantry of the Regiment which was
guarding the crossroads with the
desire of advancing through it.

Heavy fighting was reported
today 40 miles inside West
Pakistan near the Kashmir
border, with both sides reporting the other suffering heavy
losses before the 9:30 a.m. EST
cea*-fire. Pakistan also reported an Indian bombing attack on
the big city of Lahore today.
Mrs. Gandhi told parliament
Thursday East Pakistan had
surrendered unconditionally and
that Dacca had become the
capital of a free state. She
followed this an hour later with
a unilateral declaration of a
cease-fire on the western front.

Evil concrete pill boxes stared
menencingly at the US forces and
the occupants of the pill boxes
more than once had repelled
Can your
American forces.
guns break down those pill
boxes" the Colonel asked us.
"No sir, they can't", we replied,
"But we can lay fire at the
openings to prevent them from
firing on the infantry as they
advance" we told him.
A barrage of German artillery
hit In the glade some 100 yards
from the pill boxes and we went
back to see the burial unit
bringing out American soldiers
already frozen in grotesque
positions by the 12 degree cold.
Their red blood caught in a
scarlet placque by the two foot
deep snow.

local Students
Initiated Into
Education Hat
NIGHT TIME GLITTER—Calloway County Court House is circled by an array of Christmas lights as the holiday season nears.
(Wilson Woolley Photo)

Two Injured In
Accident Here

Senate Approves
Foreign Aid

ROADBLOCK FOR DUNNS

1

Five Murray and Calloway
County students attending
Murray State University have
been initiated into the Delta
Omega campus chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, the largest honorary
education fraternity in America.
They are: Janet Aller, New
Concord, and Mary Butler,
Rebecca H. Page, Margaret H.
Sames, and Ernest W. Williams,
all of Murray.
To qualify for membership in
the organization students must
have completed at least 12 hours
of professional education or have
this amount scheduled with a
junior standing and a 3.25 point
academic standing.
Graduate students must have
12 hours of graduate work
completed at Murray and
maintain at least a 3.50 academic
standing.
There are more than 200
chapters of the honorary
organization on college and
university campuses across the
country.
Mrs. Clinton M.
Rowlett, an associate professor
of elementary education at
Murray State, is the local
chapter's advisor

Today she told Pakistan that
its military leaders—meaning
Yahya Khan—would be responsible for the consequences if
they spurned her offer of a
cease-fire. Shortly afterwards
Yahya Khan, speaking on
Pakistan radio, accepted the
offer.
Although the war was over to
all intents and purposes the
worldwide repercussions remained and Mrs. Gandhi told
the Indian parliament today
that India must remain vigilant
"since in today's world things
tend to get complicated.
Complications Arise
One possible complication
came today from Singapore
where military sources said a
Russian task force including an
aircraft carrier and at least one
nuclear submarine passed
through the Strait of Malacca
three days after a U.S 7th
Fleet task force entered the
Bay of Bengal.
Another came from Communist China which accused India
thursday of sending armed
reconnaissance
patrols
into
Chinese territory—a charge
similar to those which preceded
the Sino-Indian border war of
Another repercussion was the
deteriorating relations between
the United States and India
Washington put must of the
blame for the war on India, and
Mrs. Gandhi in a letter to
President Nixon said the United
States could have prevented it
Diplomats said the upshot
was that the Soviets had
strengthened its position on the
Indian subcontinent in relation
to the United States and China
India emerged as the dominant
power in that area, Pakistan
was vastly reduced in strength.
Hope Lies in U.N.
The United Nations failed to
halt the lighting between India
and Pakistan but emerged
today as perhaps the only hope
of finding a permanent solution
(Continued on Page Twelve

turday to collect fuads to help
defray the expenses of the family
of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dunn of
Dexter, Route One. Two of their
Two persons were treated at
seas,
William Len Dunn and
A call from our Battalion the emergency room of the
Alan Wayne Dunn were fatally
County
Murray-Calloway
and
the
rest
for
economic,
Commander told us to bring two
By DANIEL RAPOPORT
injured in a car accident OD
platoons of Tank Destroyers back Hospital on Thursday after being WASHINGTON (UPI) —The programs. But the final ver- Monday. The roadblocks will be
collision
injured
in
a
two
vehicle
to Division Headquarters, a half
Senate gave final approval sion, which the House is at points in Murray and also in
The Murray State University
a mile back, because German at the Five Points intersection, today to a $2.75 billion foreign expected to approve next year, Hardin, according to Sister
faculty disciplinary committee
according
to
the
report
filed
by
tanks were approaching our rear,
aid bill, slashed 22 per cent gave him $1.5 billion for Marilyn Williams of the Pen.
met behind closed doors Thurusing the same road we had used the investigating officers of the under President Nixon's re- military assistance and $1.2 tecostal Church of God at Hardin.
sday with four black students
Department.
two weeks before to reach our Murray Police
quest. The
bill
contained billion for economic and humawho allegedly interrupted and
present positions.
Renee Denise Ballard of 114 numerous foreign policy restric- nitarian programs.
alumni luncheon at the campus
Mansfield Rider Killed
Ash Street, Murray, and Pearl tions.
Nov. 6.
of
the
bitterly That money covers the fiscal
We heave one platoon there at Musgrove of 205 Cherry Street, Passage
Four black students reportedly
year
30.
In
that
ends next June
the crossroad and jump on the Murray, were both treated for contested measure, which had
told the clisplinary panel that they
lift front fender of the lead M-10 upper abdominal pain at the been defeated by the Senate addition, the bill authorized $984
should not be punished for parsad look down into the face of hospital and released, according earlier in the year, cleared the million for economic assistance
ticipating in the demonstration
next
in
the
way
year
fellow
from
East
for
approval
of
a
money
that
begins
young
Csley, a
to hospital officials.
last month during Homecoming
Tennessee who had driven his MVehicles involved were a 1963 resolution to continue funding July 1. A separate bill for
festivities at the university.
10 throughout the war.
We Volkswagen two door sedan of the aid program until economic assistance for that,
James H. Fitch was a visitor in
grinned at him and he grinned driven by Renee Ballard, and a Congress comes back next year fiscal year will have to be '
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
Murray this week. Mr. Fitch left
enacted in the second session
back. We motioned him to go 1967 Ford one ton truck driven by to settle the issue.
of Murray State, and on the
The Kenneth Edmonson home
Murray in 1919 after, having
witness list, told the committee
down the road and the other Jessie S.Sorrells of Owensboro. The 33 to 21 vote appeared to The Senate yielded on the
on Highway 94 East near Holland
taught at Hazel. He was later
the disturbance resulted from
seven M-10's followed. For some Police said the Ballard car was have unblocked the remaining main policy question that had
by fire
damaged
Motor
Sales
was
principal at Hardin, then he
unknown reason there was no going east on Chestnut and made obstacles to adjournment of the deadlocked the aid measure,
rejection of a Black Student
this morning about 5:30.
moved to Paducah where he was
fear, only excitement. Usually a left turn in front of the Sorrells' first session of the 92nd killing Senate Democratic leadUnion ( BSU1 demand for $2,000
Members of the Calloway
in
insurance for some time and
er
Mike
amendCongress,
which
will
be
in
Mansfield's
we were scared silly.
recess
from
the
university
for
various
Chestnut.
truck going west on
later in railroad accounting.
ment establishing a six-month County Fire-Rescue Squad campus activities.
Mrs. Musgrove was a passenger until mid-January.
responded to the call and were
He has been a rural mail
President Nixon had request- timetable to withdraw from
Sparks said the university's
in the Ballard car.
able to save the house. Fire
carrier in McCracken County for
As we neared Second Division
Damage to the Volkswagen ed a $3.55 billion aid bill—$2 Vietnam. But other restrictions damage was confined to the area board of regents turned down the
the past 35 years and now lives in
headquarters
an
excited was on the right front fender and billion for military assistance were left in, including a $341
demand after the student council
Paducah.
million ceiling on aid to under an oil heater, but the room had rejected it.
Headquarters Major ran out to to the Ford on the left front
water
He said that he had many
Cambodia and a bar on further suffered smoke and
stop the column and directed us fender and bumper.
An attorney for the four black
friends here and went to school
foreign aid obligations until damage, according to .members students was reported to have
to proceed down the road to meet
of
the
squad.
with
Jones
hopJudge
udge
in the
'r. Rafe
old F
ets v
ataFli;:t
funds for urban renewal, sewer
the German tanks headon. Our Industrial Road at Stokes
said he was defending the
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Valley
projects and other non-highway
orders were to go the Division Tractor and Implement Comstudents on the grounds they are The Burger Queen is now open
domestic programs that have Steele was at the scene and said being placed in double jeopardy according to Dave Marquardt, District, most of which is now
headquarters which was located pany was the scene of another
been impounded by the Nixon most of the clothes and furniture because Murray City Judge Wm. owner and operator. The firm IS under Kentucky Lake.
behind a long low hill which collision at 1:49 p.m...Thursday
between
a
1950
Chevrolet
four
Route
Outland
of
Murray
Cecil
administration are released for of the man, his wife, and three Donald Overbey dismissed located just north of the incommanded the road on which
children had been taken from the
the German tanks were ap- door sedan driven by Alvin Seven, Lynn Grove Road, has expenditure.
disorderly conduct charges tersection of North 12th. and
house after the fire started.
Surprize Play
proaching. Good tactics would Commodore Burton of Murray been charged with "sale of
against them a short time after Chestnut streets and will
Mrs. Edmonson had the
The pieces in the protracted
dictate that we line up behind the Route Six and a 1965 Ford two alcoholic beverages in dry option
the incident; student regulations specialize in fast orders of
door hardtop driven by Louella territory",according to the office aid light and adjournment snarl children in the car outside the
are so "vague" as to be un- hamburgers, chicken, fish, fish
low hill and let the three inch gun
the
fire
was
home
after
Darlean
Taylor
of
Lynn
Grove.
of Calloway County Judge Robert came tumbling into place
stick over the brow of the hill to
constitutional; that students sandwiches, etc.
discovered in the house, the
City Police officers said 0. Miller.
do their work.
didn't do anything wrong; that Marquardt said that this is the
Page
Twelve
(Continued
on
sheriff said.
Burton, going north on Industrial
Outland made his own bond of
the university administration is 34th. store operated by Burger
the
Fire-Rescue
Members
of
Road,
made
a
left
turn
onto
released,
the
$500.00 and has been
The frantic Major screamed at
interfering with free speech, and Queen, and that the one here in
were
answering
the
call
Squad
us to go on down the road and Stokes Tractor parking lot and personnel of the county judge's
that rules concerning the hearing Murray is the first in West
Max Dowdy, Chief, Ed Jennings,
Mrs. Joe (Jane) Prince and
meet the tanks headon. "Go to collided with the Taylor car going office said.
do not allow for due process. Kentucky. Others will open soon
Bob
Aaron
Dowdy,
and
south
on
Industrial
Road.
was
charged
local
man
The
Mrs. Doris Cella have been
him and
hell sir" we told
Schumacher
The four students are Michael in Madisonville, Henderson, named co-chairman of the
Damage to the Chevrolet was after a "raid" was conducted at
motioned Coley to turn irt behind
Lowery, president of the Murray Princeton and Owensboro, he Calloway County March of Dimes
door
on
the
right
rear
fender
and
his
home
last
night
about
11:45
the hill so we could take the
State BSU, James Van Leer II of said, with the company ex- Campaign.
and to the Ford on the right front. p.m. by Sheriff Clyde Steele and
The Junior Choir of the Sinking
proper positions. Coley grinned
Madison ville; James Mapp of panding in this area.
Another
collision
was
inhis deputies, Maurice Wilson, Spring Baptist Church will
Both of the local women are
because he was not used to
Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Ulysses The local firm has a seating members of the Welcome Wagon
vestigated
the
police
at
7:57
by
and
Curt
Gerald
Cohoon,
present
Come
the
"0,
cantata,
somebody telling a Major to go to
capacity
for
73
people.
Park of Louisville.
a.m. on South 12th Street in front Willoughby.
,
Newcomers Club and were
Let Us Adore Him" by Marie
hell and frankly, neither were we.
Marquardt has been working in
of the Holiday Inn.
Confiscated in the raid were ten Pooler on Sunday, December 19,
A boycott of classes by black Danville, Kentucky as a power named to the post by the
president of the club, Mrs. Mike
National Secretaries Association students had been threatened plant engineer. He is
Major General Robertson met Involved were a 1966 Chevrolet fifths of whiskey,, two cans of at seven p.m. at the church.
married
four door hardtop driven by beer, and ts pint of, moonshine, Mrs. Larry Harrison is the will have a buffet dinner at the
us at his beseiged headquarters
during the hearings, but it did not and has three children Kris age 8, Miller.
George Elliott Duboise of 420 according to Sheriff Steele. The director of the choir. The Youth Holiday Inn on Monday,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray is
and directed us to line up the
materialize university officials Kelley age Sand Eric age 3. The
South
8th Street, Murray, and a raid was conducted
after a Department of the church will be December 20, at 6:30 p.m.
eight M-10 behind the brow of the
reported. The campus appeared family live in Murray on Covey honorary Kentucky March of
1971 Ford four door hardtop warrant had been issued by the speech choir. Davit' Hall will Entertainment
be normal Thursday on
will
hill. The skilled drivers got into
the last day Drive. Both he and his wife Dimes chairwoman.
driven by Joseph F. Olmstead of Judge Miller following a reported be the narrator. Specials will be presented by Mrs. Vernon Shown
Mrs. Prince and Mrs. Cella
position and the gunners went to
of classes before the start of final Audrey are originally from
Memphis, Tenn.
sale at the Outland home, Steele sung by Meleah Paschall, Kent and Dr. James Frank. Members
have noted that they are looking
examinations.
Wisconsin
and
both
are
(Continued on Page Twelve)
for assistance from any and all
may bring guests to the dinner.
Harrison, and Steve Sills.
Police said Duboise pulled out said.
graduates of the University of
throughout Calloway
sources
the
program
During
the
music
crossing
the
from the Holiday Inn
Now You Know
Wisconsin.
County.
formed
manger
be
scene will
median and failed to see the
By United Press International
The family attends the I,uthern
THREE CITED
with Mary and Joseph being
Olmstead car going north in the
Urdu, the language of Pakis- Church.
Plates on Sale
portrayed by Mike and Detta
Three persons were cited tan, is taken from the word for Mr. Marquardt said "I am very
========= lane next to the median.
License plates for cars and
Burkeen, and the angels por- Thursday to appear in the Army
The Duboise car hit the Olmpart
of
this
become
a
because
pleased
to
Altbar,
an
WESTERN
KENTUCKY — stead car in the left and rear with
trayed by Jeanie Darnell and Murray City Court. They were ancient Mogul
trucks only will
emperor of university town and we look pickup and farm
Partly cloudy today, highs in
Lenore
Ann Lockhart.
two for public drunkenness by the India, discovered that his forward to having the people of go on sale at the County Court
the 50s. Mostly fair and colder his right front fender, according
Clerk's office on Monday
The public is invited to attend Murray Police Department and multilingual army had
found a Murray and Calloway County
tonight and Saturday. Lows to- to the police report. The windows
December 20 according to
this special program, a church one for reckless driving by the common
of
the
car
were
fogged
modern
Duboise
and
visit
us
new
way
in
our
of
comnight 25-30. Highs Saturday in
Marvin Harris.
spokesman said
up, the police said.
municating
Burger Queen."
Kentucky State Police.
the upper 30s to mid 40s.

Fire Damages
The Edmonson
H
ome Today

Raid Made At
Outland Home

Church Choir
Plans Program

The Weather

Two To Head
Local March
Dimes Drive
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HAZY OUT WITH ME Iitru KlArER

FRIDAY—DECEMBER 17, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
Li tic. K & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Myrtle Cope, age 63, and Bryan
Niamey. age 63, both on December 16.
All city employees were hired at a meeting of the Murray City
Council. These included W.B. Parker, Police Chief , Flavil
Robertson, Fire Chief, Jimmie Billington, Street Superintendent,
Rex Billington, Sanitation Superintendent, I.H. Key, building
inspector, Robert W. Huie , Water Superintendent, and H.J.
Bryan, Natural Gas System Superintendent.
Murray State lost to Mississippi State 69 to 57 before 4,000 fans
in the MSC Field House.
Mrs. Goblin Curd is spending the weekend with her brother,
Reason McKeel and family of Bowling Green.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FELE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Be of the same mind one towarn another. Mind not high things,
but condescend to men of low estate. Be not wise in your own
conceits.—Romans 12:16.
With the truly great there is little conceit. The person spiritually
wise is aware of how little he knows. Humility is a virtue, but
conceit is a sin.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The difference between a man in love and a
woman in love is that the man is in danger of losing
his freedom and the woman is in danger of losing her
hopes.
"She that lives in hope
dances without music."
—Paraphrasing George Herbert

71-

Decorating
for Christmas

MAT PAGE 211

Proof by Poll

READ WITH EXTREME CAUTION
Dad and I often have private personal talks. Man to son or man
to man talks as he calls them. Most of the time Dad listens to me
with kindly understanding. If I seem i to be getting off the track,
or seem to be adjusting the facts to make me the total hero, he is
wise enough not to be blinded but is understanding with the proper
advice to keep me from seeing myself in distortion.
Just a couple of days ago we had one such talk. I was so excited
I could hardly contain my enthusiasm.
"Dad," I said, "I've just seen my hero." Dad smiled but immediately frowned when I said, "He has long hair. He has a
beard." He had one that was not at all well kept, infact, it was in
complete defiance of the barber code or .comb.
Dad was beginning to boil. "I bet he was'Wearing boots"
-Oh yes," I said, "and a big brass belt buckle." "You should
have seen it, Dad."
Dad cleared his throat and said, "And I suppose he was
shouting all those peace slogans too."
"I've got more to do with my time than to listen to a hippy
whose so out of touch with reality he doesn't know the world
doesn't need him!"
"But Dad, I'm talking about SANTA CLAUS!"
For once, Dad didn't give me any advice about my distortion.
He just sat there looking like someone who had just cleaned the
mirror he was tying his tie by.
It occurred to me,but I didn't think it the proper time to tell Dad
that maybe Santa Claus was a hippy. If saint Nick works as hard
as everyone says he does,then for sure,on December 25th, he is a
"BEAT NICK."
Bob Little

Recently this column has received some Christmas material.
However,it is almost impossible to use topic material unless it is
received at least a month in advance.

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
cranberries and popcorn in
into—myself
dip
To
the good old-fashioned way.
And lay my soul's
It's surprising how pleasingly
best hope before
they blend with the modern
The world for them
marvels of tree ornaments.
To know I do
Every area of the home deNot hate but love
serves some holiday accents.
How about fastening candy
More than I show
canes to a broad, bright rib--Most of the time.
bon and draping it around..,
Tom Perkins
he kitchen bulletin_ board?
For the more ambitious,
there's the kissing bunch, an
Pollution is a disgust to everyone, but who has said it any better
old English tradition.
this 7th grade student.
than
An easy way to make one is
POLLUTION
to buy a ball of plastic foam.
P— is for Pollution that pollutes the land
Greens—red-berried holly for
color, mistletoe for kissing—
0—is for Odors that we wish to ban.
can be inserted in the foam
L.— is for litter that's drowning us out.
ball. Then a gala red bow and
L— is for love now let us all shout.
length of ribbon to hang it
U— is for Unclean that's growing every day.
by are all that's needed.
is for Trash,how much ? It's hard to say.
T—
Too late for this season?
I— is for Inexperienced like some people are.
Much of the joy of Christmas
A diversity of designs for
0— is for Overflowing our garbage cans are.
is planning for the next one.
decorating are ready-made,
N— is for Now,for it's time to start.
offering welcome helpduring
By Georgia Elkins
the bustling holiday season. Huge Tree Is
7th grade student
Still, it's fun to use personal
At Murray Middle School.
ingenuity and creativity in Symbol of Man
making unusual Yule decoraA French story of the 13th
tions, suggest the editors of
the Grolier Universal Ency- century relates how a huge
tree was discovered in a for
clopedia.
One thought might appeal est. its branches lit with
to bird -lovers: Place a wreath, candles.
Long before the December
For those who celebrate
Some branches rose straight Christmas as a holy day, the 25 birthdate of Christ was
ready- or hand-made, outside
turned
were
others
while
up,
a window. "Decorate" it with
holiday is greeted with re- celebrated in devotions,it had
foods tasty to birds, such as down. Atop the tree was a joicing, with prayer and marked a season set aside for
his
around
halo
a
peanuts, popcorn,cranberries child, with
thanksgiving, in church and another kind of greeting. In
head.
and bits of suet.
Northern Europe, Teutonic
private devotions.
the
The story explains that
The word "greeting" has tribes of pagan times greeted
Simple, personal touches tree is mankind. Its candles
a special significance here, the rebirth of the sun, of the
make a difference. For in
represent people good or bad,
stance, greens. ribbons and and the child is the Christ for herald angels singing to Winter solstice.
Earkest celebrations ot
shepherds in the fields and
glistering balls can be attrac- Child.
a star shining in the heavens ChtistAas combined some of
tively arranged on a table or
truly brought greetings—ac- the aneint pagan traditions.
shelf.
Now You Know
cording to the Revised Stan- By association with Christian
Just putting some colorful By United Press International
dard Version of the Bible, beliefs, old customs of greet
ornaments and pine cones in
Rhode Island's official name "good news of great joy ing the sun became symbolic
a big glass bowl brightens
Is the State OT Rhode Island and which will come to all of a recognition—a greeting
things up.
of faith, hope and life eternal
Plantations
people."
Providence
Set the kids to stringing

Indoors, outdoors, all
around the house—Christmas
is the season for decorating,
and what a wealth of decorations there are!
The tree seems to be just
the beginning. Its ornaments
and lights become continually
more varied and delightful.
Wreaths and greens, plants
and bouquets, table centerpieces and window adornments appear in the home.
Outdoors, decorations
range from a string of lights
and a wreath on the door to
manger scenes to such creations as Santa, sleigh and
reindeer up on the roof- top.
Some of the yard and roof
embellishments are real
works of art —no wonder communities give prizes for out' door decorating and lighting.

Christians Celebrate Holy Day
With Prayer and Thanksgiving

•

Science has long played a vital
role in the courtroom. X-rays,
blood tests, photographs, fingerprints—all are familiar ingredients in the judicial process.
But what about the data provided by a modern public opinion
poll? Are polls considered scientific enough to be trusted?

,40

To a growing degree, yes. As
polling has become•more skillful,
courts have become less skeptical.
The fact remains, however, that
the law will take a hard look at
any particular poll before putting
faith in its findings.
To begin with, the poll must
be extensive enough to be significant.
In one case, an accused felon
sought a change of venue on the
ground that the local populace
was prejudiced against him. But
the only proof of prejudice was a
poll of a few dozen individuals.
The iourt decided that such a
poll did not carry enough weight
to make its point.
Nor will the results be persuasive if the questioners used "leading questions." A soap company
claimed in court that the name of
a new chewing gum was so similar to the name of its soap that
the public would be confused.
To prove it, the company produced a survey that seemingly did
show such confusion. But the
questions had been slanted to induct the desired answers. The
court decided this poll wasn't
worth much either as a means of
proof.
On the other hand, in a case
involving a charge of false advertising, a carefully conducted poll
was accepted as good evidence of
how the ad was understood by
the average consumer.
And in a case testing the use
of radios on buses, a poll helped
to prove that most of the passengers liked the idea.
Most successfully, polls have
been used in trademark cases to
ascertain how familiar the public
is with a brand name.
Of course, polls will never be
as scientific as fingerprints. But
when the state of the public mind
Is at issue, polling can give justice
a kind of help it can get in no
other way.

would be these:
By JAMES 0. JACKSON
—A dissolution of the North
MOSCOW (UPI)—If Leonid I.
Brezhnev has his way, 1972 will Atlantic Treaty Organization
be a year of progress on all (NATO) and its East bloc
equivalent, the Warsaw Pact.
fronts for the Soviet Union.
—The abolition of trade and
It will also be the year of
diplomatic policies that discriBrezhnev.
The Communist party general minate against the Soviet bloc.
—A complete U.S. withdrawal
secretary and his
policies
dominated the Soviet Union from Southeast Asia.
—Israeli withdrawal from
during 1971, a year that saw
Brezhnev rise to new heights of Arab land occupied in the 1967
prestige
and
power.
He Middle East War.
—The establishment of a
emerged from beneath a veil of
facelessness to reveal a bluff, modus vivendi with China that
bearish human side of him that would permit ideological, but
not military, warfare.
the world never had seen.
—The
buildup
of Soviet
His
no
emergence
was
accident. It was part and armed forces, both strategic
parcel of a carefully planned and tactical, that will be as
Soviet public relations cam- good as or better than those of
paign that targeted 1972 as a the United States.
Western diplomats see the
year of decision for the Soviet
Union, for Europe, for the first and the last elements as
United States and for the world. the keys to all the others. A
Brezhnev and his Soviet new Soviet world order must
colleagues launched, in 1971, a have its policemen to enforce
"peace offensive" that has the it. It is exactly that basic
goal of building a new world military point that gives the
order. If he has his way, it will Soviet bid credibility.
be a world order arranged to Soviet bloc armed forces
work to the advantage of the have never been stronger. In
Soviet Union and its Communist many military areas the Soviet
Union is quickly surpassing the
allies.
United States, including some
Key Elements
The key elements of the plan, areas of traditional U.S. dominas seen by Western diplomats, ance, such as nuclear missile
armed submarines.
Man of the Hour
The Almanac
Soviet plans could reach a
By United Press International decisive stage in May, when
Today is Friday, Dec. 17, the President Nixon meets Leonid
351st day of 1971.
I. Brezhnev.
The moon is new.
Brezhnev will be the man of
are the hour when Nixon arrives
stars
morning
The
and many diplomats expec!
Mercury, and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus, Nixon will have to deal wit),
him on all the basic issues.
Mars and Saturn.
Those issues are most likely
Those born on this day are
to be disarmament and trade,
under the sign of Sagittarius.
American poet John Green- with Brezhnev wary on the first
leaf Whittier was born Dec. 17,
1807.
On this day in history'
In 1903 Orville and Wilbur
Wright made the first successful airplane flight at Kitty
Hawk, N.C. It lasted 42
"Sorry, we don't have any
seconds.
In 1925 Gen. William Mitchell, more Christmas cards, only
some religious ones."
advocate of a separate U.S. air
These words, supposedly
of
guilty
found
foce, was
spoken by a saleswoman to
criticizing the Army and Navy. a last-minute shopper for
He was suspended for five greeting cards a good many
years. In 1945 the Senate voted years ago, wouldn't be meanto award Mitchell a Medal of ingful now.
Honor posthumously and proDuring recentYnieseasonsi
moted his rank to major
general.
e way
- Ma
Viethledath
in,
igialW
geshaw
eetring
messa
gr
In 1939 th 'Wail warship popularity. The wryly-humor"Graf Spee," being chased by ous idea that anyone looking
British attack vessels, was for cards wants some that
scuttled off the coast of show only the convivial side
of Christmas was never very
Uruguay.
In 1941 Admiral Chester funny, and now it definitely
Nimitz replaced Admiral Hus- isn't true.
band Kimmel as commander of
Early cards pictured dancthe U.S. Fleet in the Pacific, 10 ers and skaters, holly and
days after the Japanese sneak mistletoe, robins and other
attack on Pearl Harbor.
birds, beautiful women and
charming children and flow
A thought for today: British ems by the score.
writer Sydney Smith said, Such themes still appear,
"When you rise in the morning, but they take second place
form a resolution to make the to religious messages—espeday a happy one for a fellow cially, "Peace on earth, good
will toward men."
creature."

TILT!!
LOS ANGELES ( UPI 1—The
earth is being wired to read
"tilt" like a pinball machine.
A "tilt-meter" will soon be
lowered more than 5,000 feet
down an abandoned oil well in
the Baldwin Hills District by
Dr. Ta-I.iang Teng of the
California Institute of Technology.
Teng, who directs the university's research project on the
Newport-Inglewood fault that
in
implicated
quake
was
disasters in 1911 and 1963, said
the tild-meter is an expensive
and sophisticated instrument
that can detect tilting as slight
as one millionth of a degree.

point and aggressive on the
second. Many persons, including well-informed Soviet officials, expect the Nixon visit to
produce a significant agreement on strategic arms limitation, probably a limitation on
antiballistics missile development. They will also look far
vast increases in trade between
two of the world's great
industrial powers. Until now,
trade exchanges have been
minor, with mutual distrust
holding the level well below
what would be expected of two
far smaller nations.
Brezhnev is an orthodox man
whose faith is firm in the
orthodox dogma that capitalism
is sick, and sooner or later it
will die. He would like to be
there to claim the body.
:
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Trees Flourish
In Festivities
Of all the customs of the
Yuletide, none flourishes
more merrily than the Christmas tree. It's a happy holiday tradition to set up.a tree,
string it with lights, deck it
with ornaments and crown
it with a star.
Legendary suggestions
about the origin of the tree
are plentiful. Just about every
country has one to offer.
The pine trees of the Roman
Saturnalia, the great tree of
Yggdrasil in Norse mythology
and the evergreens the Egyptians used to adorn their
homes at the winter sol
slice are but a few of the
possibilities.
In Scandinavian mythology', the three roots of Yggdrasil bound together the
home of the gods, the land
of mankind and the netherworld.
Though where the Yule tree
began can't be pinpointed, it
first showed up as an accomplished fact in the 16th century. Strasbourg manuscripts
of that era describe decorated
trees as a regular,established
part of the Christmas season.
The custom of the tree was
probably brought to the New
World by Hessian soldiers
fighting for the British in the
Revolutionary War.
The chronology of the
Christmas tree in America
reveals these highlights, as
compiled by the editors of
Encyclopedia International.
1858 First Christmas tree
in the White House introduced
by President Franklin Pierce.
1909 People of Pasadena,

Calif. erected a towering tree
on Mount Wilson.
1912 Community trees decorated in Madison Square
Park, New York City, and on
the Common in Boston.

v._91,17107i COMP4'.' . •

sionev POMO

1913 "Children's Christmas Tree" placed in Independence Square, Philadelphia.

A WALTER MIRISCH PRODUCTION

1920 Giant deodar cedar
,
create a mile-long panorama
of lighted trees, on "Christ
mas Tree Lane" in Altadena
Calif.
1923 First National Corn
munity Christmas Tree inau
gurated by President Calvin
Coolidge.
1926 National Christmas
Tree designated by U.S. De
partment of Interior. It's a
"Sequoia gigantea," or conif
erous evergreen. in King's
Canyon National Park, Calif.
1933 First Rockefeller Cen
ter Christmas tree erected—a
70-foot high Norway spruce
with 1,200 colorful lights
Since then, :huge Christmas
trees—usually Norway spruce
—have been a tradition in this
New York business-entertain
ment complex. Tallest ever
was a 90-footer, in 1948.
1947 Minneapolis celebrat
ed with a tree made of water
pipes 135 trees placed in the
pipes served as limbs.
1950 A Seattle shopping
center set a record for the high
eat tree, with a 212-footer.
Canadians celebrate with a
National Christmas Tree on
Parliament Hill in Ottawa
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Soviet Union Has Big Plans For 1972
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The home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Valentine of New Concord
burned to the ground this morning at two o'clock.
Dr. James C. Hart was elected president of the Calloway
County Medical Society and named Chief of Staff of the Community Hospital for 1952 at the meeting of the society. Dr. Ora K.
Mason is vice-president and Dr. Conrad H. Jones is secretarytreasurer.
E.S. Ferguson, superintendent of the Murray Electric System,
was elected president of the Tennessee Valley Electric Institute
at the meeting held at Memphis, Tenn.
Pictured today are the Murray State College basketball team
members with their Coach Harlan Hodges and Assistant Coach
Tim O'Brien. They are Gene Garrett, Bob Best, Garrett Beshear,
Bob Clark, Bennie Purcell, J.M. Gipe, Melvin DeWeese, Richard
Gott, Dean Akridge, Joe Mikez, Carlos Bailey, Charlie Lampley,
Glin Jeffrey, Karl Hussung, and Vernon Anders.
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Pottertown Club
Has Holiday Meet
At The Southside
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'Miss Sharon Sledd And Ronald L. Hopkins
Exchange Wedding Vows In Ceremony At
St. John's Episcopal Church, Murray

Mrs.
Lucy
Alderdice,
president, presided at the
Christmas meeting of the Pottertown Homemakers Club held
on Wednesday, December 8, at
ten o'clock in the morning at the
Southside Restaurant.
"Let Peace Begin With Me"
was the theme of the program
presented by Mrs. Lurene
Cooper, assisted by Mrs. 0. B.
Cook, Mrs. Ruby Kelley, and
Mrs. Ruth Weston.
Mrs. Cooper sang three solos,
"0 Little Town of Bethlehem",
"It Came Upon A Midnight
Clear", and "Joy To the World".
She was accompanied by Mrs.
Louise Short on the piano.
The devotion from Luke 2:11
was read by Mrs. Bessie Colson
who also gave the thought for the
month,"Kindness Is the Begetter
of All Kindness". Mrs. Katie
Overcast called the roll in the
absence of the secretary, Mrs.
Clifton Roberts.
Mrs. Voltz* Roberts reported
on the project of the month,
"Macrame".
The recreational period consisting of Christmas carols and
contests was directed by Mrs.
Lurene Cooper and Mrs. Bryan
Overcast. Mrs. Bessie Colson
won the door prize. Gifts were
exchanged and sunshine friends
were revealed. Mrs. Alderdice
presented each person with an
individual gift.
Nineteen members and two
guests, Mrs. Marcie Griffin of
Little Rock, Ark., and Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Gertzer of Pine Bluff
Shores, were present. Mrs.
Gertzer became a new member
of the club.

Is her doctor
kind or interested?
By Abigail Van Buran
DEAR ABBY: I am strongly attracted to my doctor. He
Is divorced and I am a widow. I have a hunch be feels
something for me. He is very kind and gentle. He is also
very ethical. He hasn't expressed any special interest in
me, but he frequently brindles lint or what have you off my
clothes. Could this mean anything?
He seems concerned about my welfare in a professional
way. He touches me a lot. Friendly gestures. On the arm,
shoulder and hands. He listens to me attentively, however
trivial my conversation.
Am I just lonely, or do you think this could develop into
something more than just a doctor-patient relationship?
And if so, how?
PATIENT
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Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Hopkins

Miss Sharon Sledd became the
bride of Ronald L. Hopkins in a
candlelight
ceremony
on
Saturday, November 27,at the St.
John's Episcopal Church. Rev.
Stephen Davenport performed
the double ring ceremony at
seven o'clock in the evening.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sledd of Murray,
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hopkins of
Middletown, New Jersey.
The Cumberland Presbyterian The vows
were exchanged
Women of the North Pleasant before an altar tiered with
Grove Church held its Christmas candelabra holding white tapers
dinner for members and their and with arrangements of blue
husbands
on
Thursday, and green spider mums. The
December 9, at six o'clock in the pews were marked
with blue,
evening at the Holiday Inn.
green,and gold velvet streamers.
New officers were installed by
Bride's Dress
the pastor, Rev. Edd Glover, as
The bride, escorted to the altar
follows
Mrs. Rod Glover, peeldelapt;
Mrs. Nix Crawford, vicepresident; Mrs. Edwin Cain,
secretary-treasurer; Mrs.
Thomas Jones,stewartship; Mrs.
Merritt Lawson, missions and
sunday school; Mrs. Margaret
The
New
Concord
Nell Boyd, missionary education;
Homemakers Club met at the
Mrs. Delia Grham, Christian
Holiday Inn for the annual dinner
Service.
and Christmas party held on
Gifts were exchanged and Wednesday, December 8.
sunshine friends were revealed.
Christmas
gifts
were
The closing prayer was led by exchanged and sunshine friends
Rev. Glover who also gave were revealed.
thanks preceding the meal.
Twenty members and two
Those present were Rev. and visitors were present.
Mrs.
Mrs. Glover, Mr. and Mrs. Nix Barletta Wrather was a guest of
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Miss Erin Montgomery and Mrs.
Cain, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Simone Taylor became a new
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Merritt member.
Lawson, Mrs. Hugh Kelso, Mrs. Other members present, were
Delia Graham, Mrs. Margaret Mrs. Loman Bailey, Mrs. H.A.
Nell Boyd, Mrs. Paul Cun- Brantley, Mrs. Harold Chrysler,
ningham, and Mrs. Christine Mrs. Curtice Cook, Mrs. T.R.
Edwards, Mrs. Olive Hagan,
Sherman.
Mrs. Thomas Herndon, Mrs.
The next meeting will be held
W.T.. ICingins, Mrs. John
on Thursday, January 13, at Livesay, Mrs. Rainey Lovins,
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs. Mrs. I.B. Mayfield, Mrs. W.D.
Glover.
McCuiston,
Miss
Mary
Montgomery, Mrs. Louise
Patterson, Mrs. Willie Smith,
, When preparing several Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, Mrs.
dishes in the same oven,arrange Ruth Weaks, Mrs. Walter
utepsils so they do not touch Michille, and Mrs. James
other or the oven walls, Matthai.
ea
The next meeting will be held
aJo that no utensil is directly
above anothee one. Allows for on Wednesday, January 12, at one
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Noel
free circulation Of air.
iSmith.

New Concord Club
Christmas Meet
Held At Holiday

"4\

Wand AM

15
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Start 6:45
. & Sun.

The Shoe Tree
Will Be Open 'til 8:00, begin
ning Friday, Dec. 17, until
Christmas

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
SHOES
and
R +501.

NeWIS
In CIIUMIS•PUMA MI
lot • *ion
,

s —
BIG
10USE"

MRINfiffRii

BAGS

Three year old members of St Leo's Preschool Cooperative are shown with the special school
studies last month Pictured, sitting, left to right, are Ann Miller, Mars Pat Redmond, Teresa
Storey, Kelly Curd, Jon Mark Hail, Jennifer Barlett, Brent Priddy, Karen Bement, and Janet Applegate; standing, Noelani Cornell, Jason Bithngton, Robert Sexton, and Leslie Adams.

DEAR PATIENT: Since he is, as yes say, "very ethical," you will have to find out outside his office. The next
time you need an escort, invite him to do the honors. If
Your bunch is rtg,hL. tali he "feels something for you." the
next move will be his. If your hunch is wrong, you haven't
lost anything, and you've saved a lot of time.

Holiday Dinner By
The Presbyterian
Women Is Held

L FICTUFE
Ct.Cfr
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The Shoe Tree
The Southside Shopping Manor

by her father, chose to wear a
formal gown of candlelight
taffeta with silk overlay
fashioned with a mandarin
neckline outlined with seed
pearls. The full bishop sleeves
and bodice were designed with
self-cut lace appliques accented
with tiny seed pearls. This design
continued down the front of the
princess A-line skirt. She wore a
chapel cap extending into a
chapel train.
She carried a bouquet centered
with white gardenias and encircle with dainty white rosebuds
and blue baby's breath.
Miss Renee Sledd, sister of the
bride, was the maid of honor
Miss Stacy Adams and Mrs.
Carolyn Wright were the
bridesmaids. They wore floor
length blue multi-colored skirts
topped with different colored
blouses fashioned with mandarin
necklines and long full sleeves.
They each carried a long
stemmed blue cloth flower with
blue, green, and gold streamers.
The flower girl was Miss Dawn
Sledd, also a sister of the bride.
She wore a long gown similar to
the other attendants and carried
a blue cloth flower.
Terry Sledd, brother of the
bride, served as ringbearer.
Serving the groom as best man
was his brother, Richard
Hopkins. Groomsmen and ushers
were John Thompson and Joe
Vibert.
Mrs. Sledd chose to wear for
her daughter's wedding a burntorange floor length knit dress
with brown accessories. Mrs.
Hopkins, mother of the groom,
was attired in a coordinated
floor length rose velveteen coat
and dress ensemble with matciting accessories. Each wore a
white cymbidium orchid corsage.
The bride's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Otis Wilson, wore a
double knit brown suit with a
white carnation corsage pinned
at her shoulder.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held at
the Hopkins Club House.
Serving at the event were Mrs.
Harold Fones, Mrs. Ted Wilson,
Miss Susan Wilson, Mrs. Cody
Adams,and Miss Paula Foy. The
guest register was kept by Miss
Patricia Foy.
The couple left for a short
unannounced wedding trip after
the reception. They are now at
home an Murray Route Two.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. and Mrs. Ted Wilson, and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Stewart,all of St. Louis, Mo.; Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Erker, Atlanta,
Ga.; Mr. and Mrs. George
Hopkins, Sr., Darien, Conn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Hopkins,
Knoxville, Tenn.; James Pistor,
Miss Joanne Mangvelli, Joe
Vibert, John Thompson, all of
New Jersey; Hugh Osrnus of
Washington, D.C.
Park
SINGAPORE (UPI) — Another 100 acres of lapd in the
city center will be developed
into a park, adding to the
extensive 'green belts" planned for the city.
project, costing
The
1333,000, will be completed in
1974. It will have new tunnels,
overhead bridges, a Japanese
sculpture garden, teak kiosk,
fountains and a waterfall.

DEAR ABBY: I am the secretary to an executive in a
large and important firm, and as such, I telephone other
businessmen in like positions The purpose of this letter is
to express amazement at the stupidity of some of the secretaries with whom I have spoken on the telephone.
Example: When I telephone and say, "Is Mr. Jones
available? Mr. Smith of X. Y. Z. corp. is calling." I have
been told, "One moment, please, I don't think he's come in
yet." [And this is at 11:15 a. m.1
Or: "Would you care to hold? He's on the other telephone with Mr. Schwartz." [It's nobody's business who he's
on the phone with.]
Or: "He hasn't come back from lunch yet, but he won't
be gone long. Nobody to. him."
Or would you believe, "Just a minute I think he's in
the John."
Girls can be taught how to type and take shorthand, but
I honestly believe they should be given a course in common
sense.
AMAZED IN NEWARK
DEAR ABBY: Please put this in the paper with your
answer. Our next door neighbor gave us a Christmas gift a
whole MONTH in advance. (She did the same thing last
year.) Here we are, living right next door to her and she
could have waited until at least two weeks before ChristMSS.

I have a theory about people who give gifts that far
ahead of time. They want to give the recipients plenty of
time in which to buy a gift for THEM. And of course, after
they GET a gift, they are obligated to give one in return.
Your comments, Memo.
IRRITATED
DEAR IRRITATED: Year letter falls into the "You
Can't Win" category. Your "theory" could be correct. It
could also be incorrect. Many prefer to avoid the hassle of
Christmas giving by sending gifts well in advance of the
rush.
DEAR ABBY: Is it normal for a boy who is in the 8th
grade to kiss his mother goodby every morning before he
goes to school, and then wave a couple of times ar he goes
down the street?
I have two grown sons, and they stopped kissing me
goodby in about the 2d grade. Sign me . .
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: The boy's behavior in this one
instance could suggest that be bas a rather strong attachment to his mother. But that doesn't necessarily mean there
is anything abnormal about it.
What's your prohicni! Teal toel better if you get it at
year closet. Write to %Mill. Bea MN, 14N Angeles. CAMPS. Far a personal reply amine stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's bookkt, "Hew to Have a Lovely Woddlag."
seed 11 to Abby, Des WM. Los Angehe. CaL

Bennett Home Is
Scene Group III
Fellowship Meet

Never buy clothing without
first trying on. The reason: sizes
vary among the numerous
manufacturers as well as from
one price range to another.

Four year old members of Si. Leo's Preschool Cooperative are pictured with the special school
studies last month. They are, sitting, left to right, Tricia Drake, Kelly Old. Cindy Williams, Cecelia
Redmond, John McPatrick McDill, Greg Ross, Rosemary Globettl, Ann Harcourt, Caroline Conley,
Ann Elizabeth Lyon, and Melissa Berry standing, Jonathan Burke, Will Holt, Steve McReynolds,
Eric Hutson, and Robert Lyons.

LCE
Friday, December 17
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Community Room of the Murray
Federal and Savings Loan at
seven p.m. Each one is to bring a
fifty cent gift. Special guest will
be Mrs. Marshall Jones, wife of a
retired U. S. Ambassador.
Members are urged to bring
guests and to note change in
regular meeting date.
The Friendship Sunday School
Class of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
Christmas potluck dinner at the
social hall at six p.m. The meat
will be furnished.
Judging for the homes entered
int the Christmas Decoration
contest in Murray and within one
mile of the city limits will be held
from six to nine p.m. on today
and December 18 and 19. Homes
may be entered by calling
Mesdames James Byrn, Harold
Douglas, Humphrey, or Yandal
Wrather.
Saturday, December IS
The Murray-Calloway
Jaycettes will have bake sales in
front of Big K and Roses starting
at 9:30 a.m._

Murray-Calloway Shrine Club
will have its regular meeting and
tip
Thermostat
Christmas party at the WOW Hall
NEW YORK (UPI) — Leave starting with a potluck dinner at
Group III of the Christian
Womens' Fellowship of First that thermostat alone!
6:30 p.m.
Constantly adjusting it can
Christian Church was guest of
the
money,
says
you
cost
Mrs. Helen Bennett Tuesday
Sunday December 19
American Gas Association.
night.
The Choir of the Hazel Baptist
Mrs. Bennett gave the program
and used films accompanied by
music and narration. The stories
were "Why The Chimes Rang"
and "Let's Keep Christmas".
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, chairman,
presided and announced that the
general meeting of all three of the
CWF groups would meet at 9:30
in the church library to form
visiting groups for the day.
Minutes and financial status
were read by Mrs. H. B Bailey,
Jr.
A party for the church women
of the Service Circle Class is set
for December 20 in the home of
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. Baskets of
gifts will be filled there and given
to the shut-ins of the church.
Those present were Rev. and
Mrs. David Roos, Miss Roselle
Henry, Mesdames Jesse McNutt,
1/3
Lyle Underwood, John Pasco,
George Hart, H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
and W. Z. Carter.
FREE GIFT
Open Iii 8:00
Mrs. Bennett served punch,
WRAPPING
cake, and nuts from a Christmas
Beginning Fri.,
decorated table.

present
the
Church
will
Christmas cantata, "The Prince
of Peace" at six p.m. at the
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd T. Ratterree of Hazel Route Two will be
honored at an open house in
celebration of their 30th wedding
anniversary, at the Community
Room at the First Federal
Savings and Loan Copany from
two to five pin.

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith of
Almo will be honored with a
reception at the Southside
Restaurant, Murray, from two to
four p.m. in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
Mr.and Mrs. Bob Cook of Hazel
will be honored with an open
house i$i celebration of their 25th
wedding anniversary from two to
four p.m. at their home.

The Choirs of the First United
Methodist Church will present
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright their annual Christmas musical
of Murray Route Five will be program at seven p.m.
honored with a tea in celebration
Monday, December 20
of their 25 wedding anniversary American Legion, Legion
at the home of their daughter, Auxiliary, and their families will
Mrs. Dan Kelly, 1604 Miller have their annual Christmas
Avenue, from two to four p.m. • party at the American Legion
Hall at 6:30 p.m.

CHRISTMAS DECORATION ,
O
CONTEST
EiNoSniTan
Sponsored by

's Club Garden Department

For Details Call . . .

753-4769 - 753-1220 or
753-3851

,

"Christmas Specials"
Fall & Winter
Fashions
1/
4 OFF

\tc

1 Rack

ei SLACKS 1/2

Price

1 Rack

TOPS

Dec. 17th

THE

Gray marks from stirring
utensils on glass-ceramic cookware are easy to remove. Use a
fine-polishing cleansing powder
with a damp cloth, paper towel
or sponge. Rub gently.

Off

FASHION SHACK
)4L.

1301 W. Main

Li T TLE TON'S
Open Mon.-Fri.
Ti! 8:00
ruirimririzTzTutrirairinrizzrairairv
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'Return Of The Bear' Highlights The
Sports Picture In South This Season

Pro Roundup

N. Marshall
Beats MMS Rams, 49ers Battle For

Spot In NFL Playoffs

By MIKE BRANDON
grabbing Jack Nicklaus played in only 18
1971
by
acclaim
in
CaliforSouthern
10
"upset"
of
Murray's eighth grade and
By DAVID MOFFIT
PGA tournaments but won
nia and closed with a 31-7 five spots among the nation's
UPI Sports Writer
$244,490, nearly $37,000 more freshman team hosted the teams
Sunday, three hours after the by 14 over St. Louis (on
which
Auburn,
By FRED DOWN
ranking.
top-10
North Marshall last night
ATLANTA
(UPI)-Crimson crushing of previously unbeaten
than Ben Hogan won in his from
start of the Los Angeles- Saturday) and Washington by
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UPI
was
Alabama,
Sports
only
to
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Writer
perfect
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Auburn
to
cap
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entire career and, by winning and
Pittsburgh game in Pittsburgh, six over Cleveland.
The
only
to
which
lost
San
Georgia,
Francisco
Forty
Ow Dixie sports scene for 1971 season of the past 11 years.
the PGA championship in their guests. The Middle Niners and- Les Angeles Rams so the Forty Miners could be
Tennessee
eighth;
-Auburn,-was
Kansas City is 14 points over
.fer this is the year the "Bear" The top Southern teams•tir
Florida last February, became Schoolers dropped a 49-47 tilt' will be playing for Super Bowl assured of a playoff berth when Buffalo, the New York Jets four
college basketball in 1971 were was ninth and Louisiana State
the
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while
came out of hibernation.
lost
45-31.
golfer
to
win
the
all
first
of the
they take the field.
over Cincinnati, Atlanta four
The freshmen grabbed a lead dough this weekend while four
The "young Turks" figured North Carolina, South Carolina, tenth.
tournaments at least
Four Clinches
other National Football League
over New Orleans, Oakland 10
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that
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Carolina,
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leading 11-8 at the end of the first
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with a -Valdosta (Ga..) High School
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of so-so seasons. But Bryant led Atlantic Coast Conference sea- the ACC' football crown
period. But North Marshall
record
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and,
The Forty Niners face the Dallas Cowboys and Washing- over Chicago and Philadelphia
with
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seconds
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final
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a 290-43-6 the 14 point decision.
and while there were many
with the last retraining berth in still contending for division no Monday night game on the
earn bowl bids two years in a record in 31 years and won 15
sports highlights here in the tournament but the Tar Heels,
Brad Barnett was the high
row.
final weekend of the NFL
state championships when he scorer for Murray with 12 points. the NFL's playoffs up for titles.
South in 1971, the return of the disappointed about being shut
Niners, Cynics might think all four season.
Junior
playoffs,
went
the
NCAA
quarterback
out
of
Gary
Huff retired as football coach at the Phil Miller followed with eight. grabs. The Forty
"Bear" tops thelist
favorites might just go through
The Forty Niners face the
National of Florida State succeeded Pat South Georgia school.
the
Coming off a 6-5 season in on to win
The Middle School eighth leading the NFC's West DiviAlthough Alabama was the graders lost a nip and kick sion by a half game, can take the motions but the oddszoakers weekend in the enviable posi;labarna opened with a 17- Invitation Tournament, beating Sullivan as the NCAA total
another Southern team, Georgia offense champ. Huff gained South's top sports team in 1971, ballgame to a tough North the division title and automatic disagree and have made all tion of being able to win the
Tech, in the finals.
2,653 yards this past fall for an the individual who attracted the Marshall team. Murray tied the playoff berth by winning no four strong favorites. Even the NFC's Western title outright
On the pro circuits: the average of 241.2 per game. most attention had to be Hank game on a free throw by Bob matter what the Rams do betting gentry recognizes the and thus qualify for the
pride of good pros.
against the Steelers.
playoffs. The Forty Niners (8-5)
Miami Dolphins had the South's Sullivan, who averaged 285.5 Aaron.
Wilder at 47 apiece. North
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Forty
Should
Niners
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best-ever pro football record yards per game in 1970, slipped
Aaron's 18th major league Marshall missed a shot and
and the Atlanta Falcons also to fifth this year with a 209.6 season, in which he batted .327 Murray gained possession of the however, the Rams can clinch are: San Francisco by seven running of Ken Willard and
made their best showing. The average.
and drove in 118 runs in ball with ten seconds left in the the playoff berth by winning or over Detroit, Los Angeles by 10 Vick Washington in recent
over Pittsburgh, Baltimore by games but, of course, have in
tying.
baseball Atlanta Braves, hob- Quarterback John Reaves of addition to those 47 homers, game.
The San Francisco-Detroit 14 over New England, Miami John Brodie one of the league's
bled by faulty pitching, barely Florida, aided by a controver- was all the more sensational
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broke .500. The basketball sial defensive play, broke 1970 when one realizes he played with four seconds and North game starts at 4 p.m. EST, by 10 over Green Bay, Dallas most dangerous arms.
By United Press International
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him off with a technical Dick Tiger, which lasted only loss would enable Miami
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By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—There
are a thousand different ways
to get into trouble and the big
trouble with that is someone
always keeps coming along and
finding another way.
Everyone knows the old
fashioned prescribed ways. Add
to those the ,oew -ways, and
some of the perfectly innocent
ways.
I saw an angry mob outside a
phone booth grumble about a
man taking too long with his
call when all he Was trying to
do was get the operator back to
tell her he owed some more
money.
You don't believe that? Then
what would you say about a
bunch of guys who got into
trouble because they loved to
read?
That's what happened to the
San Francisco Forty Niners.

You can check it out with Ken
Willard, their fullback and one
of the better running backs in
pro football.
Read Too Much
"I think all of us had read too
much," he says. "We kept
reading and hearing how good
we were supposed to be, and
you can't play football like that.
You gotta be loose and you
gotta go after it. You just gotta
go out and play."
Last Sunday the Forty Niners
went out and played, axing
Atlanta, 24-3. That should've
loosened them up. This Sunday
all they have to do is beat
Detroit in the final regular
season contest at Candlestick
and they've got themselves the
NFC's Western Division title.
I believe they'll wind up with
it by beating the Lions.
Los Angeles, which goes
against Pittsburgh, is in second
place in the same division and
the only way for the Rains to

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Retire Willie?
world isn't ready

Classics
BOWLING I YuletideProvide
Melodies
STANDINGS

grab the title is for them to
knock off the Steelers while the
Forty Niners are losing, or for
the Rams to win and the Forty
Niners to tie the Lions. A La
Angeles tie
plus a San
Francisco loss also would do it
for Tommy Prothro's crew. Got
all that? Okay.
Rams Better
I like the Rams over the
Steelers.
On Saturday I'm going the
same way as most everyone
else—Dallas over St. Louis.
"The only thing we're thinking about is St. Louis," says
Roger Staubach, the Cowboys'
quarterback. "We're not thinking about anything else. If you
think one game ahead you get
your head knocked off. If you
start thinking about where
you're going, you never get
there. To us our ball game with
St. Louis is the same as the
Super Bowl game."
Okay, Rajah, you convinced
me.
Getting back to Sunday and
those other season finales,
here's the way I set 'cm
winding up:
Oakland over Denver—sure,
now that the horse is stolen.
Miami over Green Bay—win
or lose, the Dolphins are in the
AFC playoffs and they Should
win without much trouble.
Cleveland over Washington—
Redskins already are in the
NFC playoffs, but after Monday
night's walloping they handed
the Rams there could be a
letdown.
Chicago over Minnesota—this
looks to me like one of those
Sundays Pete Rozelle talks
about, the "any given" one on
which the Bears beat the NFC
Central Division champs.
Chiefs Picked
Kansas City over Buffalo—it
should amount to a pre-playoff
workout for the Chiefs.
Baltimore over New England
—the Colts aren't about to let
that AFC Eastern Division title
get away from them.
New Orleans over Atlanta—
that San Francisco beating
could've taken something out of
the Falcons.
Philadelphia over New York
Giants—the Eagles gouged the
Giants, 23-7, two months ago
and the only thing they've done
since is get better.
San Diego over Houston—the
main thing on the Oilers' minds
now is who are they going to
land in the draft.
New York Jets over Cincinnati—Jets are 6-point choices
and they should be able to
cover that on their own turf
whether or not Joe Nemeth has
a big day.

By BILL CONUN
become expansive and take
Copley News Service
their grandchildren to the ball
Wells Twombley, the distin- park with the rationale: "I
guished San Francisco journal- want you to see Willie Mays. He
ist, has called upon Willie Mays was the greatest player of my
to resign, call it quits, for the era."
good of the Giants. He suggests
Really, the Giants didn't
that Willie is over age in grade have to apologize last season
and will be a liability for 1972. for the 41-year-old Mays. He
The world isn't ready for -batted .271 and racked up 18
such a calamity. Superstars home runs. He wasn't Bobby
don't just up and quit when the Bonds, of course, but his stats
twilight impinges. like Mickey xgefe better than the other
Mantle, Ted Williams, Stan
young fellers the Giants had
Musial and a passel of others, patrolling the garden.
they hang around collecting
There is a tendency, too, to
those fat paychecks. Ty Cobb, forget that Willie had a great
although a millionaire via Gen- spring, with an important role
eral Motors and Coca-Cola in giving the Giants their fast
stock, played into his 42nd start off the blocks. It is unfair
year.
to appraise Willie on SeptemThere is another reason that ber and forget April and May.
mitigates against putting Mays
How much of Mays' late-seeout to pasture. He's still a son weariness is real and how
office,
the
box
powerful lure at
much imagined is moot. Our
one of the four or five present- own guess is that a lot of it is
day players that people actual- psychosomatic.
ly pay to see.
There is, indeed, little quesThose who watch Willie on a tion that Mays is something of a
regular basis know that he is prima donna, but the wonder is
over the hill, but seemingly the that he isn't further distended,
word hasn't reached the hinter- considering all the pampering
lands. The Giants last year and adulation that has been
were the best drawing road lavished upon him.
team in baseball.
From the time he was 18 arid
They set an all-time record
hitting .454 at Minneapolis, the
by pulling 1.9 million patrons aura of genius descended on
while away from home, far in
Willie. And managers like Leo
excess of their Candlestick Durocher enmeshed him in a
draw of 1.1 million.
cocoon of dream stuff that
Those road customers came would trap far more penetratto see Mays, who is a 54,000- ing persons.
NEW SABRES SIGNED
seat sellout every time he hits
At no time has Willie been
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI) —The
Shea Stadium in New York. treated as an ordinary journeyBuffalo
Sabres acquired deIlsOitionally, they come to see
man ball player The "spoilJuan Marichal get beat, which ing" process was started by fenseman Larry Hillman and
is why the Dandy Dominican
Durocher in Willie's first right winger Mike Byers from
invariably faces the opposi- faltering rookie days when he the Los Angeles Kings Thurstion's best pitchers on the road. came up to the National League day in a trade for defenseman
Finally, last year, the Giants lacking confidence and, indeed, Doug Barrie and minor league
profited by those big, new ball frightened by the stage setting defenseman Mike Keeler of the
parks in Philadelphia and of the Polo Grounds. What Cincinnati Swords in
the
Pittsburgh, which were strong stripling wouldn't be?
American Hockey League.
attendance stimulants.
It was expedient then, but the
To retire Mays at this junc- process
continued,
ad COACH TO RESIGN
CHICO, Calif. (UPI) —Rex
tion would be as illogical as nauseurn. For instance, Willie
Grossart said Thursday he will
shooting Santa Claus.
in 1960 received this letter:
When Mays quits, if he ever
"Dear Willie — Just a note to resign as Chico State College
does, it will be in the manner of say that knowing you will be athletic director next June.
Sarah Bernhardt with a series playing for me is the greatest Grossart, 44, said he had no
of contrived "farewell appear- privilege and thrill any man- definite plans for the future and
ances.
ager could ever hope to have." was resigning for "personal
It will permit grandfathers to
It was signed: Alvin Dark. reasons."

In this century, hymns and
carols of the Nativity have
been composed by Peter WarAJBC
lock ("Bethlehem Down")
Bowling League
W..L and Gustav Hoist ("Mid-WinTeam
ter")—among others.
25 19
Gutters
Often, hymns and carols
1
2
n/
1
2 20/
Challengers
23 21 have been set to the music
Torpedoes
23 21 of classic composers.
Road Runners
/
2
nv2 211
Peacemakers
One example is, "While
1
2 21%
Be bops
n/
22 n Shepherds Watched Their
Head Pins
21 23 Flocks by Night," by Nahum
Bowlers 4
19 25 Tate. Music for this came
Ball Returns
181
/
2 25, 2 from
Glory Stompers
Handel's opera,"Siroe,"
as adapted by Richard Storrs
High Team Game (Sc)
Willis.

Focus 1972

Ecological Challenges of The '70s

By JOAN HANAUER
NEW YORK (UPI)—One of
the nation's foremost ecologists
doesn't think there was much
real improvement in depolluting
the nation's environment in 1971
and he is not looking for
miracles in 1972.
Dr. Barry Commoner, director of the Center for the
Biology of Natural Systems at
Washington University in St.
Louis, and a member of the
board of directors of the
551
Road Runners
American Association for the
Torpedoes
503 ON
RIGHT
TRACK?
500
Be bops
Advancement of Science, put it
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Am- this way:
High Team Game (HC)
trak, which has asked Congress "I would say the main
751
Road Runners
724 for 170 million to continue progress is being made in the
Gutters
Challengers
706 running the nation's passenger
area of local and state rules.
trains, pays its
president The really serious action has
High Team series (SC)
Road Runners
1536 $125,000 a year-,twice what a been on those levels rather than
1463 cabinet member makes, accordTorpedoes
on the federal level."
Be bops
1406
ing to .
Rep. Lionel Van Deerlin, As an example he cited the
High Team Series (HC)
ban on all detergents in some
Road Runners
2136
"It seems passing strange localities, and to a lesser
Bowlers 4
2059
the elimination of
2024 that a company which loses so degree
Torpedoes
much money can be so phosphate detergents in others.
High Ind. Game (SC)
Back to Soap
190 generous with its key personDavid Copeland
"The fact that one county
172 nel," Van Deerlin said in a
Bob Hargrove
Larry Evans
161 statement
Wednesday. He said stops the sales of detergents
seven other top Amtrak em- doesn't stop detergent pollution.
High Ind. Game (HC)
Jeff Reed
219 ployes make more than the But it does show that if they
Terry Stalls
217
can perfectly well get along
David Copeland
216 836,000 top for key federal without detergents in Suffolk
employes.
County (New York), why not
High Ind. Series (SC)
David Copeland
442
elsewhere?
guff
Gap
Bob Hargrove
441
ROME (UPI) - The name
Garry Evans
438
Italian youths use for people Eyes on road
High Ind. Series (HC)
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Terry Stalls
573 on the other side of the
number of Americans killed iu
Jeff Reed
562 generation gap is "Matusa,"
Cindy Chancey
540 short for the Italian equivalent
car accidents far exceeds those
who have diedw in military'
of Methuselah.
High Averages
service throughout the nation s
Larry Evans
148
history. In 1970 about 4
David Copeland
145
Garry Evans
144
million persons were killed or
Pressing
legislation
Bob Hargrove
140
Paul Holland
137
AU,',.TIN, Tex.(UPI) - The injured on the highways.
With 90 per cent of driving
Paul Holland
137 head of a household can legally
Alan Jones
135
produce up to 200 gallons of decisions based on sight, the
Society for Visual Care advises
wine each year for family use
that many road accidents could
without
a
winery
permit
in
KENTUCKY LAKE
Texas. Legislators passed a law have been averted if licensed
Bowling League
drivers' eyes had been cuminTeam
W..L this year to permit home
making of wine from dande- ed professionally and correctlions, grapes, raisins or fruit ive glasses obtained when necessary and prescribed.
Mutual of Omaha
39 17 juices.
Caesar's
Jerry's
All Jersey
Fenton &Hodge
Winchester Printing
Moose Lodge No.2
Lindsey's
Colonial Bread
Corvette Lanes
Palace Drive Inn
Murray Auto Parts
State Farm Insurance
Moose Lodge No 1

1
2
36/
1
2 19/
36 20
33 23
32/
1
2 231/2
31 25
29 27
27 29
27 29
26 30
21 35
20 36
19/
1
2 36/
1
2
1442 411
/
2

High Team
All Jersey
Caesar's
Jerry's

series (SC)
2591
2573
2521

High Team Series (HC)
Winchester Printing
3037
2956
Mutual of Omaha
Caesar's
7954
High Ind. Game (SC)
Charlie Hargrove
Ed Parish
Dave Bradford
Andy Elkins

233
227
221
221

High Ind. Game MC)
Charlie Hargrove
Ed Parish
Andy Elkins

256
255
250

High Ind. Series (SC)
Charlie Hargrove
Dave Bradford
Ed Parish

590
582
570

High Ind Series (NC)
Dale Hutchens
Buel Stalls
Charlie Hargrove

673
663
659

High Averages
Dennis Goodwin
Dan Jones
T.C. Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
James Washer
Charles Chiicutt
Steve Seltzer

187
115
181
178
177
174
174

technology must eventually do
is conduct an "ecological
impact inventory for each
productive activity, which will
enable us to attach a sort of
pollution price tag to each
product."
The inventory would cover,
for instance, such items as the
flip-top aluminum beer can..
which would carry a much
lower tag. Freight-hauled by
rail, according to Dr. Conirooner, is ecologically cheaper
than that hauled by truck.
Natural fibers carry a lower
ecological pricetag than synthetics.
Cost Is ish
tags
price
-If pollution
become familiar to the public,
the people would make judgments, say, on using a fliptop
beer can," Dr. Commoner said.
"I'm convinced now that value
judgments would be made by
citizens of this country."
He believes the public should
be presented with alternatives.
the
"We must mobilize
resources and the mass conscience of the country to face
the issue."
One of the things that will be
hardest to face is the cost, Dr.
Commoner said: ,
-My guess is, we will have to
spend $50 billion a year."

THE "FABRIC BUSINESS"
IS BOOMING
Would you like to become part of this dynamic growth?
Have you thought about it but didn't know where to start? We
have been exclusively in the retail and wholesale fabric industry for 25 years. We have the capability to teach you bow
and the facilities to furnish you all the merchandise you need
to start your own fabric store or purchase a store that is
already in operation. No franchise fees—no added cost--no
obligation.

WRITE BOX 961
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS 62223

ARKET 414 SALES
Paris, Tenn.

414 N. Market St.

High Team Game (SC)
Winchester Printing
918
Mutual of Omaha
908
Fenton & Hodge
893
High Team Game (NC)
Winchester Printing
1091
Colonial Bread
1046
Mutual of Omaha
1046

'We must convert the whole
industry back to soap,"
Dr. Commoner said that the
replacement of soap, a natural
product, by detergents, a
synthetic one, is typical of the
impact of post-World War II
technology. The result is that
detergents produce pollution,
while soap, attacked by decay
bacteria, usually within a
sewage treatment plant, emerges into the waterways as plain
carbon dioxide and water.
Asked in an interview whether such local and state
actions as banning detergents
had a significant over-all
the
improving
impact on
environment, he said:
Seeks Inventory
"No, there haven't been any
significant environmental improvements, just isolated cases."
And as he sees 1972:
"Nothing's going to happen
overnight."
"I am definitely of the
opinion that the Nixon administration has turned away from
its apparent commitment to
environmental reform," Dr.
Commoner said, pointing to the
President's support of the SST
and opposition to the new clean
water bill.
What he believes science and

FURNITURE- APPLIANCES
We Invite You To Check Our Prices!
WASHERS - DRYERS - REFRIGERATORS
- STOVES - FREEZERS

BEDROOM SUITES
fwm '82" thru 899"
And Lots In Between

—4.1
1'Ac
45„tos.P.,

SOLID CHERRY and MAPLE
by CRESENT

LAMPS
'49"
'2"

in Pioneer
Pine Finish

"COUNTY FAIR"
by BASSETT

UP

"STRATFORD HOUSE"

Country
Colonial Style

A Few Swag Lamps Left

AMERICAN DREW
BUNK BEDS - TRUNDLE - BABY BEDS
- MODERN COMPARE OUR S36995
BY

CHOOSE A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY

97 1-111 I NG ROOMS

PRICES!

HIDE-A-BEDS

S

11995

TO
CHOOSE FROM

$7888

He Likes
Recliners!

Full Size - Innerspring Mattress

DINETTES
94"-'199"
()icjing
METAL s2"
each

JAM ISON — The Set

Standings

thru S369"2-Pc.

MATTRESS & SPRINGS

CHAIRS

"

ling

Holiday Specials
Special Good Sat. thru Wed., Dec. 18-22

hove

(We do not sell frozen ones)

PIZZA

ieople

ix

8"

has

12"-

hove

after

O you
don f

e c
100

ch

CHICKEN DINNER
SPAGHETTI DINNER

89'
79'
Si

Trenholm's Drive-In
Chestnut Street

753-8850

•1

Regular

(Tax Included In Above Prices)

N

95'
1.50

'1

Phone 753-2997

ABA Standings
East
W. L Pct. GB
Kentucky
21 8 .724 ...
Virginia
20 13 .606 3
Pittsburgh
18 17 .485 7
Floridians
14 19 .424 9
New York
12 18 .400 9%
Carolina
11 20 .35511
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Utah
22 9 .710 ...
Indiana
18 12 .600 3%
Memphis'
13 17 .433 0%
Denver
12 17 .414 9
Dallas
11 20 .35511
Thursday's results
Floridians 129 Pittsburgh 103
(Only game scheduled)
Friday's games
Virginia at Kentucky
Carolina at Pittsburgh
Memphis at Indiana
Dallas at New York
Denver at Memphis
PLAGER DOWN
ST. LOUIS (UN) -Defenseman Bob Plager of the St.
Louis Blues has been hospitalized for a series of tests to
determine if surgery is necessary on his injured leg !lager
has calcium deposits in his leg..1

RECLINERS!
AS LOW AS

all

$28"

Up To

Wide Range
Colors, Styles

r
l

-

159"

Recliner with Heat & Vibrator '79"
SOME ARE ROCKER-RECLINERS

Large Selection Wooden Rockers - '22"-'85"
WESTINGHOUSE
60, 75, 100 WATT

LIGHT BULBS

YARD BROOMS — 69 ea
CHILD'S STUDY NEW SHIPMENT
UNFINISHED
y DESK
CHAIRS, ROCKERS,
fOiniica Top $595
STOOLS, TABLES
Metal Legs

18

Limit
each

YARD BROOMS — 69' ea.
FOOT STOOLS,
GIFTS
HAS
PICTURES
PILLOWS
PLAQUES
99( up
MIRRO
TABLES
SAUTE-FRY 12"
BOOKCASES

DON VEAZEY, Mgr. Open

TILL

8:00

P.M.
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Sunday
School
Lesson

About roo-, out of every six
Americans plays a musical instrument.

By 1076, the Chinese had
There will be 145 nights of
developed coin-operated ma- harness racing at the Yonkers
chines that sold writing brushes. N Y track in 1972

Four out of every five ducks
begin life in Canada

Any defensive player in football is eligible to intercept a
forward pass and run with it

1

Magnankro

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOOD NEWS OF GREAT JOY
Lake 2:1-14
We respond instantly to the recital of the matchless and
deathless story of the birth of Jesus Christ. His birth has meant
far more to the people of the world than that of any other person.
The story of His birth is of continual interest and constant blessing
to those of us who know and love Him.
The Arrangements For The Saviour—Luke 2:1-5
Some seven hundred years before Christ was born, the prophet
had foretold that He would be born in Bethlehem in Judea ( Micah
5 2). Like all other events in the divine chronology, there was a
'ime appointed for the birth of Christ. The way for the incarnation
was prepared by the Jewish religion, the Grecian culture, and
Roman conquest. The time which God chose for Christ to be born
was very much like our own. Then, as now, people were
disillusioned and desperate.
Just prior to His birth, Joseph and Mary were in Nazareth,
which was some sixty miles north of Bethlehem. In order that
they might be at the proper place at the right time, God caused
Caesar Augustus, the Roman emperor who was wanting and
needing more money, to issue a decree that all the world over
which he had control should be enrolled, every man in the city
where he was born, with a view to taxation and perhaps military
service. Thus we see God employing men of the world as instruments in the working out of His plans. Often merkserve His
purpose without being aware of it.
As the people were going "every one into his own city,"
and Mary, in obedience to the decree of the duly constituted
authority, wended their way to Bethlehem, in order that the
Scriptures might be fulfilled with reference to the birth of the
Saviour. Late one afternoon Joseph and Mary arrived at the inn
in Bethlehem. When not even an improvised corner could be
found in the inn to shelter and protect the expectant mother,
Joseph and Mary were granted permission to stay in the stable.
The Advent of the Saviour—Luke 2:6-7
While Joseph and Mary were still in Bethlehem, "the days were
accomplished that she should be delivered," and Jesus Christ was
born. Mary did not have a doctor, mint, or an attendant in the
hour of her great need, but "she brought forth her firstborn son".
That there were none to help was but a part of the humiliation
connected with the incarnation of our Lord. When the Saviour
was born, Mary "'wrapped him in swaddling clothes,and laid him
in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn."
What foreboding in those words! Lack of hospitality was the
experience of our Lord throughout His earthly ministry. "He
came unto his own, and his own received him not" John 1:11). A
more lowly birth could hardly have been imagined. His birth is
very unique; there has never been another like it in all the annals
of history.
This world has never had room for Christ. Nevertheless, they
should have made room for Hirn in that inn, even if it had been
necessary to remove all others. Likewise, every one of us should
make mom for Him in our livesno matter what else or who else
must go. Do you have room for Him in your thoughts, your
reading, your conversation, and your life'
The Announcement to the Shepherds—Luke 2:8-14
,. At that time there were lowly shepherds in the Judean hill
sountry, watching over their flocks by night. While these humble
shepherds were guarding their sheep and protecting them from
robbers and wild beasts, they were visited by the angel of the
Lord. As the glory of the Lord shone round about this heavenly
messenger,the shepherds were frightened. No wonder these men
were filled with fear. Most anyone would have been under the
-Arcurnstances. Seeking to calm the shepherds, who had been the
First to hear the news that Christ was born, the angel said,"Fear
not: for. behold, I bring you good tidings of geat joy, which shall
be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a
Saviour, which is Christ the Lord." The angel not only told the
town in which Christ was born, but he gave to them a sign by
which they might recognize Him--Ye shall find the babe
wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger".
Thus the angel revealed intimate knowledge and announced the
most wonderful news that was ever given to man. Instantly the
heavenly hosts sounded forth a paean of praise to God because of
the birth of the Saviour. The angelic hosts sang the praises of
God because of His wondrous gift of the Prince Who had come to
bring peace to the hearts and minds of the people of this sin
cursed world.
Genuine praise is due to our Lord Who has brought so many and
such wonderful blessings to the people of the world. Our praises
reach their highest level in our dedicated and self-giving services
to those who need them in the matchless name of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Barry Pearson of Northwestern gained 674 yards in
catching 48 passes in Big Te
games last season Both figurr
paced the conference
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...on Custom Stereo Component Systems!

SAVE $50 NOW s29995
Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phonograph Systems —4-pc. model 9293 (left) and compact stacked model 9294
(right) bring you the same uncompromised sound that has made Magnavox the world leader in console stereo.
Each has 50-Watts EIA music power, an Air-Suspension System with two High -Compliance 8" and two 314"
speakers, plus a deluxe Micromatic player with Cue Control and Stylus Pressure Adjustment. There are also
conveniently located jacks for optional stereo headphones and tape equipment. A protective dust cover is
included with both models. Come in now . . save on the great Magnavox sound !

An
Dl
'gem
Call yo
hostess
of love
inform
parents
Phone

7:
F1
L

Your Choice

Cc
Si

NOW s11495 SAVE s10

SAVE s15

performance, a modest price
Stereo Phonograph System model 9281 offer-,
tag and some really extra-value features. Like 10-Watts [IA music power, two 6" x 9"
oval speakers, a precision Automatic Mark I record player, and jack for optional stereo
headphone. Even a protective dust cover is included. A real buy!

NOW s8995

Stereo Phonograph System—model 9280 is truly an exceptional Magnavox value even without these special savings! It has 6-Watts EIA music power, two 6" speakers,
plus a 4-speed automatic Micro-Changer. It, too, has a jack for an optional headphone
as well as a protective dust cover. See it . . hear it . . and save!

Levi Mitchell Of Iowa returned 29 Big Ten punts for 622
yards last season.

We wantto
be the kind of
dealer
America
wants.

If you're fed up to here
with dealers who don't
care, we're with you. We
care—about

you and the car you drive
Every car we sell is built to last. And our
caring doesn't stop with our selling either.
We follow up with service after the sale.,
because we want lobe the kind of dealer
America wants Try us and see.

SAVE 101

on Astro-Sonic
Stereo FM/AM radio-phiano. Spanish
model 3763 has 50-Watts [IA music
power,four speakers in an Air- Suspension
System, Micromatic player Contemporary, Early American, French Proyinma1tno

NOW

s398

SAVE s31

on compact Stereo
FM /AM radio-phono in Early American
styling. Model 3322 has 10-Watts EIA
music power, four speakers, an Automatic
Mark I record player. Mediterranean and
Contemporary styles, too.

Sl9fr

S

AV E s20 on stereo Cassette
ri-corder component model 8871 with
level control and illuminated meter for
each channel, auto eject, digital counter,
jacks for optionals (mikes, headphone)
Blank cassette mrti Idpri
1.1pu

SAVE

S3 on stereo headphones,
model 9163. Enjoy full dimensional listening in total privacy Modestly -priced, it is
Just one of several Magnavox styles that
lets you get away from it all! Softly padded earpieces for your comfort.

NOW S9995

NOW S995
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Zoo Animals Are Shot To Save Money
YAMAGATA, Japan ( UPI)— the Animal Protection Society.
A bon at Yarnagata's Zoo "And there isn't even a law
usually is fed at 8 a.m., so he against it."
suspected nothing when the The privately operated zoo in
men approached his cage. an amusement park called
Instead of breakfast he got a "Hawaii Dreamland" was the
bullet in the head.
largest in Yarnagata province,
The management of a financi- 200 miles north of Tokyo.
ally distressed zoo killed 10 Zoo Manager Hiroshi Toyalarge animals to cut feed costs ma, 28, said the amusement
Tuesday, over the protests of park recently had failed to
1,pcal people and Japan's society
fur the protection of animals.
Sacrificed at the zoo's economy program were two lions, a
kangaroo, a zebra and six other
animals.
•'Merciless!" commented Jin[aro Masuyama, president of
NEW YORK (UPI)—Even
though a December buying
opportunity for the stock
market may prove to be a
short-term affair, buying opportunities in certain specific
equities could prove to be long
term in nature, notwithstanding
the possibility of still lower
markets in the first half of
1972, according to Wiesenberger
Services Inc. The firm believes
there may be a few specific
excellent investment opportunities developing within the next
few weeks.

Wall Street
Chatter

break even, and that the $3,100
monthly cost of feeding the
large animals could not be
justified.
Toyama said he had failed in
efforts to sell the condemned
animals to other zoos, or to get
the Yamata government to
assume the cost of keeping
them.
He finally sold the animals to
a taxidermist from another
part of Japan, who wanted the
hides and who carried out the
shootings over a one-hour
period.
After disposing of the zoo's
two lions, the taxidermist shot
its only tiger. A leopard
terrified by the gunfire cringed
on his sleeping stand as the
rifle was aimed at his head.
After the leopard the taxidermist finished off a bear, a
kangaroo, a zebra, a springbok
and two condors.
The kangaroo died to the
accompaniment of howls of
terror from an English bulldog
in a kennel next door.

SECOND TEST
MERCURY, Nev. (UPI)—A
nonnuclear explosion at the
Nevada test site Wednesday
was to determine the vulnerabiJ. R. Radin & Co. believes lity of land-based weapons
the
Dow
Jones industrial systems in case of a nuclear
average will soon move into the attack, the Atomic Energy
880 level, then sell off to about Commission said
860. After that, the firm says, The Department of Defense
the average should consolidate detonated 1250 tons of chemical
and form a base in the 860-880 high explosives in the experarea which could provide a iment. It was to test a
Call your Welcome Wagon
springboard to the 920-940 area. technique developed to simulate
cratering and ground motion
hostess. She has a basket
The current rally may last a with a nuclear burst on the
of lovely gifts and helpful
little longer, but bear market surface.
information for the new
rallies are too treacherous and A similar experiment was
parents and baby.
it is too easy to get whipsawed, conducted near Crowley, Colo.,
says James Dines & Co. For Tuesday by the Air Force.
Linda Adams
Phone
those reasons, the firm recom753-1378
mends considerable liquidation,
getting rid of margin accounts FISH SANCTIONS
and retaining only issues which
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Conare too depressed to sell.
gress has sent President Nixon
legislation which would allow
him to stop all fish imports
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
from Denmark if that country
continues to disregard internaTRADE WITH
tional quotas on its catches on
Atlantic salmon.
Denmark exports $10.5 milMurray, Ky
lion worth of fish to the United
753-5273
States each year. The Senate
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
Commerce Committee, which
Business"
"Service Built
originated the legislation, said
action was needed because
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON
unrestricted catches are threaNEW OR USED CAR
tening salmon in the North
Atlantic.

Anew
member in
gear family?

likom-,1{agort.

a language understood by all.
The solution? "Macaronic"
carols, which may suggest
something to eat—but "macaroni" adds a "c" to become "macaronic" and gain
a new meaning —"in two
languages."
Macaronic carols combined
may look complicated to an
nonscholarly eye, the music Latin with a language that the
is simplicity itself—notes for common people understood.
a basic melody.
Dancing with Joy
Simple as it is, this hymn
comes from an era which saw
the beginning of greater complexity in music. Toward the
end of the 15th century,
church music became not only a religious inspiration but
a moving force in musical
development.
Rhythms became more
complex, and counterpoint
began to evolve.
Changes took place in the
language of Christmas song,
too, for Latin was no longer

Songs ofSeason Carrying
Merry, Modern Message
As families and friends hymns is a leaf from an ilgather to sing carols, as car- luminated manuscript, now
olers roam from home to in the Library of The Metrohome, as happy notes ring politan Museum of Art, New
out in church services and York City.
The leaf features a dramatother gatherings, the familiar
and favorite songs of the sea- ic initial letter,illustrating the
son celebrate the pure joy of Nativity scene and -illumiChristmas.
nated" by touches of gold.
Busy about his holiday It's the work of an unknown
tasks, one singer alone might 15th-century Italian artist.
"carol joyfully," just for the
The hymn celebrates the
gladness of it. The Christmas birth of Christ,.4on of God
treasures of heart and spirit and Saviour of Man. Its source
are his in fullest measure, is an Antiphonary, or collecfor carols belong to people tion of antiphons—songs to
everywhere, and most espe- be sung in response or in
cially to every individual.
alternate parts.
Carols are simple and sinThough the Latin words
cere, merry and joyful, ussometimes
ually religious and
secular. Some carols are ancient indeed and some are of
today. But whatever a carol's
age or origin, one thing is
always true.
All carols are modern.
Their spirit is that of the
first of all Christmas songs,
"Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace, good will
toward men," sung by an
angelic chorus.
Their message, like the ageold Christmas story, is as
fresh and new as tomorrow.

We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That *ay, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
serVice. So we
who need— and use
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
.••• help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money needs — any season of the year —with a seasoned money

1972 CALENDARS NOW AVAILABLE
Come By or Call For Yours
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

oro

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Keys Keel, Office Manager

3rd & Maple

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411

305 North 4th Street

Our

Caravelle®
GIFT WATCHES BY Bulova
Start at 10.95 and
never stop pleasing

39"

fox value " speakers,
lead phone

headphones,
nsional listenly-priced, it is
,ox styles that
t all , Softly-

Good fortune tellers
GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?
SKIDMORE 'E'
17 jewels.
Silver or gold tone

SKIFF 'A"
Sweep second

Water resistant.

CALENDIAL
Dial and strap in

orange blue or green

• •,.
••

Sounds like...sounds like...a fortune teller who predicts only good things for
your future? Right?
Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
them what your future should hold. Then they'll set the wheels in motion to make
your dreartis come true.
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
silver and crossing your palms with money.
Only the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come in today
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us. TRY US!

.0.1110.•1111111.41•11

.•

N. V
!!
21m

- nrriort

vs/ S995

13-7575

1:Ail-a4)1-dinar) Baulk
24.95

25.95

29.95

RADCLIFF "L"
17 jewels

DATE AND DAY
Time, day date
at a glance 17 jewels

JOANNA "H"
17 jewels.
Gold-filled bracelet.

Water resistant

$10.95. That's a pretty good price for a watch with a precision jeweled, shock-resistant,

BANK
PEOPLES ,BANK
AL
MURRAY

anti-magnetic movement, an unbreakable mainspring and a Bulova-backed guarantee.
that's why Caravelle is a choice gift. For graduations .
High quality and smart styling
birthdays .. . anniversaries. Father's Day. Mother's Day. Any special occasion.
Come see the newest in wrist fashions R n d features Caravelle by Bulova Fxpensive watches
at inexpensive prices.

We do all servicing of Caravelle watches.

FURCHES JEWELRY
East Side Square

Phone 753-2835

Three Convenient Locations
Main Branch
500 Main

the man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

PARKER FORD, Inc.

10.95

r•-•

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Alyinns Were Latin
By its,, very character, a
carol brings "Glad tidings of
great joy" or, to put it more
simply, "Good news." The
French carols known as "Noels" express this with the
use of the word "Noel" or
"Nowell" as a retrain—
and "Nowell" means"news."
Scholar's Latin was the language of the first Christmas
hymns,...,the forerunners of
present-day carols.
Typical of those ancient

A Christmas carol might
also be a Christmas dance.
Origin of the word "carol"
itself seems to trace back to
the French word, "caroler"
meaning to dance, and carols
of yesteryear they have been
sung by carolers dancing in
a circle.
Full of rejoicing, the carols
we sing today literally dance
with holiday merriment

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th 8, Chestnut

Phone 753 5682

rr
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Survey Planned On Effect Of New Controls
Add A Touch Of Spanish Flavor To Dinner
By Cooking With Pimiento-Stuffed Olives
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
IMPORTED FOODS aren't
the usual thing on the average
pantry shelf, yet there's one

seen so frequently it almost popular in the good old U.S.A.,
seems as American as ham- it hails from Spain.
Most homemakers whip out
burgers and hotdogs The food
is
is the pimiento-stuffed green the olive jar when company
olive. Although it is extremely coming. But the olive's eleganc,
..
in
doesn't prohibit its use
picnic potato or macaroni salad
It can add a bright touch to
hamburgers or liven up .
lunchbox tuna sandwich.
Spanish olives are very vei
sable. They are an excellent
snack, a colorful garnish, and
they are also surprisingly low
in calories—only 4 or 5 per olive.
If you haven't tried cooking
with olives, today's recipes suggest two delicious ways in
which to use them.
PATO A LA SEVILLANA
1 (5-pound) duckling

Yule Lives
In Legend
And Lore

TAT
4 TA
*
,Wø

cup flour

pound small white
onions
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 medium orange, peeled
and sliced
1 cup small pimientostuffed olives, sliced
1 can (1 pound) tomatoes
11,4 cups duck stock*
% cup dry sherry
1 or 2 bay leaves
4 teaspoon rosemary leaves
1
/
teaspoon salt
%,(.easpoon pepper
Hot cooked rice
Orange slices
Whole pimiento-stuffed
olives
Dredge duckling with flour;
place on rack in shallow roasting pan. Bake in 400 F. oven for
1 hour.
Meanwhile, combine onion
and remaining ingredients, except rice, in saucepan. Bring to
boil; boil 15 minutes.
Remove duckling from pan;
drain off fat. Return duckling
to pan without rack. Add tomato mixture. Bake in 350 F.
oven for 1 hour or until duckling and onions are tender. Remove duckling and onions to
platter; keep warm.
Skim fat from sauce; heat to
boiling and serve with duckling
and rice. Garnish with orange
slices and olives
2
(

THE SPANISH call it Pato a la Sevillana. It is a duckling and rice dinner with pimiento-stuffed green olives

SWISS STEAK braised in tomato sauce with onion rings
and pimiento-stuffed olives make,. a delicious entrée.
Ses-r:A.
'To Prepare Duck Stock:
Combine duckling giblets and
neck with lka cups water and
% teaspoon salt in saucepan.
Cover, bring to boil and simmer
1 hour; strain.
SWISS STEAK WITH OLIVE
AND TOMATO SAUCE
% cup flour
1% teaspoons salt
% teaspoon pepper
2 pounds (1-inch thick)
round sleek, cut into
serving pieces
3 tablespoons salad oil
2 medium onions,sliced
and broken into rings
1/ cup sliced pimientostuffed olives
2 cans (16 ounces each)
tomatoes
1 tablespoon bottled thick

meatsauce
1 bay leaf
1 teaspoon light brown
sugar
8 teaspoon thyme leaves
Coml-ine flour, salt and pepper pound into steak with a
meat tenderizer or use the edge
of a saucer.
Heat oil in a large skillet and
brown steak well on both sides;
arrange in a shallow baking
dish and sprinkle with onion
rings and olives.
Heat tomatoes, meat sauce,
bay leaf, brown sugar and
thyme leaves to boiling in a
saucepan, breaking up tomatoes
with the back of a spoon. Pour
over steak; cover and bake in a
2 to 2 hours
/
350 F. oven for 11
or until meat is fork-tender.
Skim off any excess fat.
Serves 6.

Well-Loved Carols Ring Out Everywhere
carols are familiar even to Many of these still appear in
little children, and they'll be Protestant hymnals, says the
Christmas Encyclopedia Americana.
heard this
"It Came Upon the Midwherever carolers get tonight Clear" is the work of
gether.
Edmund H. Sears,a Unitarian
"Joy to the World" was
minister in Massachusetts,
written by Isaac Watts (1674more than a century ago.
1748), English hymnist.
Perhaps the most famous
Watts, who is known as the
creator of the modern hymn, of Christmas carols, "Silent
Night" was first sung on
wrote nearly 600 hymns.
Christmas Eve, 1818,toguitar
music.
Mice in the bellows had
silenced the organ of a tiny
Austrian church. Father JoPhone 753-127Z
seph Mohr met the challenge
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
by writing "Silent Night."
His organist composed a
We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
melody for guitar.

"Joy to the world!The Lord
is come!"
"It came upon the midnight
clear, that glorious song of
old."
"Silent night, holy night,
All is calm, all is bright."
"Oh come, all ye faithful,
joyful and triumphant."
.- Throughout Christendom,
the words of these well-loved
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units, what is the problem when
almost immediately a system of the smaller operator must
surveys.
compute into pricing permitted
A key factor ks the devlopment wholesale price increases by
plan will involve the cooperation more primitive methods? Also,
of the more than 2,000 volunteer largely left unanswered is what
district chairmen in all sections happens
when
human
of the nation. These district arithmetical error by the owner
chairmen, leading independent or his employees makes an error
business people in their localities, in computing a new price basis?
and
contacts
wide
with
Another problem, among
knowledge, will be asked at
many, that the new Federation
frequent intervals pertinent probe will seek to ascertain is the
questions on just how economic impact of anticipated reduced
controls are working.
supplier services under controls.
Under the program adopted in Long before price controls were
Washington the smaller firms are invoked, and in fact during the
somewhat in a "never-never" era when any suggestion of
land unlike the larger firms controls were greeted with
Twinkling on trees, glow- which in turn are divided into two official protestations of horror,
Federation researchers were
ing from windows, glittering categories.
biggest receiving complaints of suppliers
nation's
The
everywhere, Christmas lights
reflect, today, the candles of corporations secure permission curtailing services because of
for any proposed price changes. costs involved.
an earlier time.
A candle in the window can Those in the middle range act
Granted labor increases,
light the Christ Child on his without prior approval, but must combined with increase in taxes,
way, says Irish legend.
file notice of actions they have is expected to force onto the
Nativity scenes in homes taken.
smaller business community a
and churches depict the aniBut the smaller enterpriser burden of paperwork that may
mals of the Manger—and on must make decisions based on far exceed its ability to cope with
Christmas Eve, the cattle,the individual judgement and the attendant increases in the
sheep and all the animals pre- understanding.
If any price cost of doing business.
sent at the Nativity are given changes create consumer
been
Inflation .has long
the gift of speech.
complaints, then a special task
by smaller business
So says the lore of Christ- force from the Internal Revenue recognized
people, according to their
mas.
Service will investigate and take complaints to the Federation, as
Blossoming on the holiday whatever action indicated, with
a major problem in the battle for
scene, greens and flowers possible severe penalties.
survival.
spread their beauty and franot
has
Federation
So far the
Representations were made by
grance, reminding all of the received any significant reports
the Federation to government,
living wonder of Christmas.
from among its almost 300,1100 aim* with those of
many
In legend, all flowers bloom
members of repressive actions. economists, to confine price
at midnight on Christmas
However, some of the major city controls to the basic commodities
Eve, just as they did more
news media, principally in New because of the many complex
than 2,000 years ago.
York, have released reports of problems of administering
The legend and lore of
IRS agents becoming quite active controls down to the lowest
Christmas expresses the simenforcement, including such possible level.
However, the
ple faith that Iles at the heart in
items as determining whether or decision was reached to the
of this happy, holy time.
smaller contrary.
Some of the mostdelightful not coffee is served in
of the
One of the major objectives of
of legends are told in carols. cups since the inauguration
price freeze.
the National Federation of
From France comes the
And although smaller business fIndependent Business shortly
"Carol of the Birds." Its was placed under the "guns
after its founding in 1943, was
words recount how the birds August" when the ninety day
eliminating the controls of the
flew to Bethlehem to behold
was invoked, wartime OPA. This was brought
price freeze
the Christ Child. Each bird,
Federation officials are taking about by the
majority of the
as it flew, sang a special song
the position that during this 90 membership establishing that the
of praise and rejoicing.
There's a "Carol of the day period, small business administration of such controls
Flowers,!' too. Summoned to compliance was reasonably were highly prejudicial to small
the presence of the newborn simple. The prices of August 13 business:
King, every flower blossom- prevailed. But Phase Two ushers
ed, and each blossom was a in a completely new ball game. SWAN SONG
Washington officialdeom is ASHLAND, Ore. (UPI)—A 19symbol of the Little One's
virtues.
permitting some wage and price year-old college student was
Seafaring peoples, in their Increases, but the structuring of hauled into traffic court and
own way, related nature's these increases is quite vague. fined for failure to stop and
wonders to the miracle of the
Price increases on certain render aid to a domestic
Nativity, through carols.
items
will
apparently
be animal.
Come
"I Saw Three Ships
permitted on a fractional basis.
Allan H. C. Swagerty was
Sailing" tells of ships crossa
While
big
corporate fined $80 and placed on
ing the sea on Christmas
morn, bearing Jesus, Mary merchandiser uses computers to probation for hitting a black
spew out pricing tickets for all swan in a city park.
and Joseph.

How will the independent
business enterprises fare under
the first peace time economic
controls in the history of the
nation?
In order to find some factual
answers to this question, the
National Federation of Independent Business is starting

Father Mohr's inspiration—
aside from the mice—was the
vast, still beauty of the snowy
mountains around the
village.
"Oh come, all ye faithful"
is translated from the Latin,
"Adeste Fidelis," and its
exact beginnings are shrouded in the mists of time.
Historians say it may have
been written by Saint Bonaventure, in the 13th century.

Rood in house
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
American Wtbd Council reports that the average American house includes 1,800 cubic
fret of timber in the form of
lumber, plywood, hardboard
arid other wood based products.
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Art Spreads
Story Of
His Birth
The Nativity scene has
always stimulated and
challenged painters and
sculptors.
In turn, great works of
art depicting the story' of
the birth of Christ have,
through the years, enriched the lives and enhanced the spiritual
insights of millions.
Earliest Christian art
was simple and graphic,
as clear and easy to appreciate as a comic strip.
Later, religious paintings became stilted.
Then, Italian Renaissance painters instilled renewed warmth and humanity into art, renewing,
too, individual art appreciation, through their na
tural, lifelike creations.
Their work rained much
from the stimulus of the
changing times and the
new approach to art, fostered by the support of the
Medici and commissions
for paintings and sculpture
from the church.
For instance, Raphael,
famous for the "Sistine
Madonna," came to Rome
from Florence to do a fres
co decoration in the Vati
can at the same time that
Michelangelo was painting
the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel.
Artists from other coun
tries, too, traveled to Italy,
there to experience and be
influenced by Renaissance
thought and feeling.
NEW BIRD AFIELD
SAN ANGELA). Tex Al'
The Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department recently relei,ed
300 Afghan white-winged phea
cant in Terry County
The release is a part of the
long-range program of supph
ing a new bird for the hunter
without interference or corn
petition with native game bird
numbers
READY FOR YI,LE
"Christmas tree" is the ac.
tual name of a plant that
grows in New Zealand.
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Burger Queen Is Here!.. . With the Best Food at the Best *
Prices! Hamburgers, Royal Burgers, Fish Sandwiches, Fried Chicken, Hot *
Apple Turnovers, French Fries and Onion Rings.
Burger Queen Is Here!. . . With the Best Service! Wait N
Longer than three minutes for any order. And if you accidentally spill your *
drink or drop a burger, we'll replace it . . . Free of charge!
And Burger Queen Is Here at the Best *
Location In Town ... Near You!
STOP IN SOON *

BURGER
QUEEN

641 North,
Across from Central Shopping Center

Open
8.a-.1m1.-p1.2m.p.Wme.ekdays*
8 am
Fri. & Sat.

***********************************
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Next week's TV

SPeceNP

Networks Plan Usual Musical, Religious Fare For Christmas

AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) - Dr.
Hubertus Strughold, former
chief scientist of the Aerospace medical division of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics in
called "the father of space
medicine."

By JACK GAVER
works will have the usual musiNEW YORK (UPI) - All of cal and religious programs pera sudden it is Christmas week tinent to the occasion.
again, and the television netABC has the Liberty Bowl

objectives of
deration of
ness shortly
in 1943, was
ntrols of the
; was brought
ijority of the:
shing that the
inch
to
contrlsia small

tUPI)-A 19itudent was
c court and
to stop and
a domestic

post - season college football NBC features a two-part docgame, a special on insects and umentary on the Vietnam situaan entertainment special star- tion, various Christmas Eve and
ring Danny Thomas.
Christmas programs and an

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
6.30 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patridge
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

CH.4
WSM

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 Your Life
7:00 Brady's
7 .30 Partridge
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am.
10:00 TakesThiet
11:00 News
11:30 Movie
-

CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 6
WPSD
6:30 Tell-Truth
6:30 Or. Acres
7:00 Teddy Bears 7:00 D. A.
7:30 O'Hara
7:30 Movie
0:30 Movie
9:30 Felony Sq
10:00 News
10:00 News
1030 Tonight
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

6:00 News
6:30 Mayberr,
7:000. A.
7:30 Movie
9:30 Monty Nash
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 29
CH. 12
WDXR
KFVS
Munsters
5:30
030 Sports
7:00 Teddy Bears 5,57 News
Movie
6:00
7:30 O'Hara
8:30 Miss
Teen. 7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
10:00 News
9:40 News
1030 Movie
Harvey
9:53
1210 News
10:00 Creat Feat.
10: 30 Movie
1200 Sports

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
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7:00 Jerry
Lewis
7:30 Road Runner
8:00 Phantom
830 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 Educational
1:00 Matinee
4:00 Sports
5:30 Roller Derby
•
6:300 Welk
7300 Movie
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

7:00 Bugs
Bunny
6:25 Ag. USA
7:30 Scooby
Doo
6:55 Farm Digest 800 Globetrotters
7:00 Doolittle
' 8:30 Bear
Bunch
7:30 Woodpecker
9:00 Pebbles
Dawg 9,30 Archie
800 Dep.
8:30 Pink Pant
10:00 Sabrina
9:00 Barrier Reef 10:30 Josie
9:30 Giant Step
11:00 Monkees
11:30 You There
10:30 Bugaloos
Auditions
1100
12:00 Sun Bowl
2:45 NFC Ftbl.
12:00 Football
1:00 Football
6:00 Hee Haw
2:00 Movie
7:00 All In Fern.
3:30 Jim Ed Brown
Moore
-- 7:30 Mary
4:00 Del
Reeves 8:00 Van Dyke
4:30 Wilburn Bros.
Arnie
0:30
5:00 Wagoner
9:00
5:30 Nash. Music 10:00 Mission:ImP•
News
6:00 News
10 30 Mason
6:30 Rollin'
11:30 Movie
7:00 Partners
7:30 Good Life
8:00 Moyies
10:00 News
10:30 Creat. Feat.
12400 Avengers
_

10:30 Theater
0:00 Sunrise
700 Stooges
7:00 RFD-TV
12:00 Death Valley
6:30 News
Fence 8:00 Phantom
7:30 Atop
man
8:30 Jackson 5
Bunny 12:10 Ultra
7:00 Bugs
755 News
News
12:57
Dawg 9:00 Bewitched
Doo
7:30 Scooby
800 Dep.
8,00 Globetrotters 1:00 Opry
,r 9:30 Lidsville
Panth,
8130 Pk.
/:30 Monroes
10:00 Curiosity
8:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Bar. Reef
3:30 3 Lives
Quest
11:00
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Take Step
4:00 Theater
11:30
Lancelot
9:30
Archie
10:30 Bugaloos
4:30 Wrestling
1200 Bandstand 10:00 Sabrina
11:00 Wizard
5:30 Music
12:30 Flipper
10:30 Josie
11:30 Jetsons
6:00 Theater
1:00 Sports
11:00 Monkees
12:00 Doolittle
There 700 Star Trek
11:30 You
12:34 Woodpecker 1:30 Wrestling
2:30 WagonTram 12:00 NFL
Game 7'57 News
1:00 Insight
800 Movie
Sports
400
310 Matinee
1:30 CIOSe-UP
9:40 News
5:30 Welk Show 4:45 Report
200 Afield
1000 Adults Onlyi
4:30 Lassie
500 News
2:30 File 6
10:30 Avengers
GetTogethe
7:00
COO Hee Haw
3:00 Movie
7:30 Movie
7:00 All in Fam. 11:30 Playboy
4:45 Mutual
Persuaders
Moore After Dark
7:30 Mary
5:00 Wilburn Bros. 9:00
1227 Sports
10:00 Thief
5:30 News
1300
Van
Dyke
12:30 Creel. Feat.
1100 News
6:30 Wagoner
8:30 Arnie
Movie
11:30
7:00 Partners
9:00 Mission Imp
7:30 Good- Life
1000 News
800 Movies
1030 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
-
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COME BACK
HERE, YOU
COWARD!

I THOUGfff YOU ANTED TO BE
IN AN ICE SNOW! I.T1.4006NT
YOU WANTED Tfl SKATE IN THE
OLYMPICS!COME(JACK HERE!

I CAN'T 60 ON...MY
Ut4DER5TUDY WILL DO ii!
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f: WITH A STUPID 13IRD!
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LOOK,ROLLO --IT'LL
BE CLOSING TIME
BEFORE I
GET TO
SANTA

DAD HIRED HIM
FOR MY FRIENDS --NO WAITING
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Weekend
The Big Day!
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READY TO GO

THE PHANTOM
BASHFUL HERO -BASHFUL HERO -• YOU MUST
WIN THE PRINCESS--

With Aries," with
American, Football Conference "Encounter
Dennis Weaver starring as Mcplayoff game.
An original Christmas drama Cloud in a story about a ranwill be seen on CBS Sunday, som demand involving a wealand the network has a special thy astrologist's wife.
NBC
about composer Beethoven on The second half of the
of Vietreview
Paper"
"White
Friday and a National Football
Smokey gets a pal
called "The Death
Conference playoff game Satur- nam at 10 is
The
FRESNO,Calif.( 1 P I
Diem."
of
day.
has develService
Forest
U.S.
THURSDAY
Highlights (all times EST):
companion to Smokey
Flip Wilson's guests on NBC oped a
SUNDAY
Bear, a longtime fire proMoore, Marty the
are
Melba
at
8
The National Football Confertection symbol. It is Woodsy
ence regional telecasts on Feldman and Jimmy Osmond. Owl, who is to remind people
CBS: Philadelphia-N. Y. Giants, A "CBS Reports" is sched- of the positive ways pollution
Green Bay-Miami, Los Angeles- uled 9 to 11 (details not yet an- can be prevented.
Pittsburgh at 1; Atlanta - New nounced).
Counselor at
Orleans, Minnesota-Chicago at "Owen Marshall,
2. The Detroit - San Francisco Law" on ABC at 10 repeats
Ph one
game at 4 will be aired na- "Eulogy for a Wide Receiver." a
On Hwy. 121
A high school football coach is
tionally.
(Mayfield Hwy.)
'53-578
American
Foot- charged with second degree
NBC's
player
when
his
star
murder
ball Conference schedule: Cincinnati - N.Y. Jets, Cleveland- dies after a game and an autopconcentraWashington at I; Buffalo - Kan- sy reveals a heavy
tion
of
amphetamines.
sas City, New England - BaltiFRIDAY
more, San Diego-Houston at 2;
monthly, two - hour
The
Denver-Oakland at 4.
*W.
on NBC at 8:30
"Directions" on ABC at 1 is "Chronolog"
an
entirely
to
devoted
p.m.
is
expanded to an hour, preempttelevision
ing "Issues and Answers," to analysis of children's
throughout the
permit a repeat of "Christ Is programming
world.
Born."
preempts "O'Hara, UnitCBS preempts the usual Sun- CBS
Treasury" at 8:30 for
day filtn period for a two-hOw ed States
•• 7.
.."
a repeat of "J. T., "Drama of a
original drama, "The Homelittle black boy's life in a big city
coming" by Earl Hamner Jr.
slum.
This deals with a poor mountain
"Beethoven's Birthday: A
family the day before ChristCelebration in Vienna with
mas in 1933. Players include
Leonard Bernstein" is a 9:30
'Patricia Neal, Edgar Bergen,
preempting the movie.
special
Ellen Corby, Andrew Duggan,
The American conductor leads
Josephine Hutchinson, Cleavon
the Vienna Philharmonic OrLittle, Dorothy Sticlmey, Richchestra, the Vienna State Opera
ard Thomas and William WinChorus and some outstanding
The Last
dom.
soloists in an observance of
The ABC movie at 9 screens
of
the
1970's 2(10th anniversary
1965's "Synanon," starring Edbirth of the composer.
mond O'Brien, Chuck Connors'
11:15 to 11:30 CBS reand Stella Stevens is a drama From
Before
"Space Cantata," presenpeats
cure
drug
about a program to
tation set to music of official;
addicts.
films of man's first flight ,
but
MONDAY
around the moon.
8p.m.
has
a
hall-hour
ABC at
daily.
NBC from 11:30 to midnight
special, "Terror in Northern
Heart of Christ"The
repeats
Ireland," reviewing the current
mas," program of holiday musturmoil in that area.
ic conducted by Skitch HenThe CBS "Crainsmoke" item at
derson.
8 isa...sepOat of "Sam McFrom 11:30 to midnight CBS
Tavish, M. D.," in which Vera
"And Many Shall Rerepeats
Miles is guest star in the role of
joice," a program of Gospel
a woman doctor who is regardmusic with singer Marion Wiled by Doc Adams as a threat
liams.
to himself and his patients.
Christmas Eve Midnight Mass
The Liberty Bowl post-season
as celebrated at New YL,..
college football game between
Cathedral is
ITennessee and Arkansas in City's St. Patrick's
midnight.
at
by
NBC
telecast
Memphis, Tenn., is telecast by
CBS at Midnight has a ChristABC at 9.
from the True
NBC's movie at 9 screens mas Eve service
Church in New
Lutheran
Light
1963's "The Ceremony," starolck a green
City's Chinatown.
ring Laurence Harvey, Sarah York
SATURDAY
Miles and Robert Walker in a
white red, green.
one and have it flocked
The Christmas Day service at.
story about a plot to enable a
Cathedral, Washing- I blue and gold.
Washington
man slated for execution to eston, D. C., will be on NBC
cape.
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
CBs preempts "The Glen "You Are There" on CBS at
12:30 offers -The Torment of
Campbell Show" at 7:30 p.m.
report,Joan of Arc," with Andrea
for a one-hour special
Marcovicci in the title role.
"What's Happened to the
NBC will telecast an AmeriArmy?"
Use them now for Christmas, then set them
can Football Conference divi"A Christmas Carol" on ABC
in the afplayoff
game
sional
out 1ater
3 ft to 5 ft.
at 7:30 is a 30-minute special
ternoon (teams and time to be
animated version of the Charles
announced.)
YOUR CHOICE
Dickens' classic with Sir
each
ABC's movie at 8:30 repeats
narrating
Michael Redgrave
"Tribes," about a Marine drill
while Alister Sirn and Michael
instructor confronted with a
fresh Baisam or Pine
Hordern play the respective
hippie draftee.
ghost
the
roles of Scrooge and
NBC's movie at 9 screens the
of Marley.
first half of 1967's "Far From
ABC's "The Undersea World
the Maddening Crowd," based on
Decorated with pine
of Jacques Cousteau" series
Thomas Hardy's classic novel.
holly and large $395
cones,
makes its seasonal bow with the
Julie Christie, Terence Stamp,
one-hour "Octopus, Octopus," a
bow.
Bates and Peter Finch are
study of the seas' eight-armed Alan
leading players. The second
denizen.
half will be aired Dc. 27.
NBC preempts "The Funny
Side" at 8:30 for the first por- PROBLEM STRAIGHTENED IN
tion of a two-part "White Pa- OUT
per" reviewing the Vietnam
DEXTER, Mo. UPI)-Karen
Made to order with fresh greenery and holly.
problem.
Tidwell said she reminded her
Special
"The Danny Thomas
husband repeatedly to get on
-City Versus Country" is on the roof and straighten their
ABC at 10. The comedy-music outside television antenna,
hour's theme is an argument which was bent by a windstorm
about whether city or country last week. He kept putting the
With berries, plain or varigated.
life is to be preferred. Guests chore off, she said.
are Tennessee Ernie Ford, Flor- Wednesday another storm
ence Henderson, Anne Murray. raked the area and when the
Open Until 6:00
WEDNESDAY
Tidwells inspected their properMonday thru Thursday
Carol Brunett's guests on CBS ty for damage today, they
at 8 p.m. are Tim Conway and found the antenna had been be
Open Until 8:00
the Carpenters in a repeated bent again by the wind-in the I
show.
This Friday and Saturday Only
other direction.
NBC Mystery Movie at 8:30 "It was as straight as can I *
II
Mg
repeats a McCloud episode, be," Mrs. Tidwell said.
IRUIRGIRACIPLIRINURIMIM

!
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TEACHER BACK
MCKEES ROCKS, Pa. (UPI)
-High School students in this
Pittsburgh suburb Wednesday
stated a strike that forced the
school board to reinstate a
popular English teacher.
More than 80 per cent of the
936 students in the McKees
Rocks-Stowe Township senior
high gathered at the athletic
fields Wednesday morning and
refused to enter classes in
protest of the dismissal of Miss
Ursula Roman, a substitute.
An emergency school board
meeting was called and the
board agreed to reinstate Miss
Roman as a substitute today.

BALSAM FIR
0 to '8'
'3'
SCOTCH PINE
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CH. 4
WSM

CH. 5
WLAC
30 Sun. Sem.

CH. 6
WPSD

CH. 8

6:30 Worship
7:00 Gospel
7:30
a
7 00 Faith
Digest
7:05
Report
7,15
Bros.
730 Tomorrow
11:00 Phelps
7:00 Carl
Tipton 7 30 Jubilee
Class
11:00 Bible
15 O
Jerrarly RSotbeconreirs 7:30 Tomorrow
8:
11,30
7:30 Jubilee
8 30 Devotion
Jerrini,,, 15 Hamilton
II:30 Stooges
0:30 Discovery
Drag.
Reluc.
a
s
9:30
0lie
Doubledeckers
9:00
T0m
8
11::00
30 G
9:00 Truth
./9.30 Truth
Untor
10:00 Bullwinkle
9:00 Lamp
9:30 Dbl. Deck.
9:30 The Life
10.00 Closo-up
11:30 Pet Set
10:00 Bullwinkle
My Feet
10:00 Worship
1030 Pro. Ftbl.
Wish 10:30, Jetsons
12:00 News Conf
10:30 Make
9:30 Oral Roberts
11:30 Meet Pies..
11700 25 Years
12:30 Soul City
11:00 Mr. Wirard 10:00 Compassion 12:00 File 6
1:00 25 years
11:30 TBA
11:30 Meet PreSS 10:30 Nation
12:45 PhysMutual .:- Christ•Born
1 .ro
12:00 Directions
11:00 Reports
1200 Football
1:00 Football
2:30
Flipper
1:00 Matinee
11:30
Football
3:00 Movie
3.00 Football
3:00 Anderson
4:00-Wrestling
4:30 XmasConcert 3:00 Skinner
6:00 News
3:30 Nanny-Prof
5:00 TBA
3:30 Film
5:30 News
6:30 Littlest Angel 400 Snow
Queen
Carol
5:30 TBA
4:00 Xmas
600 News
7 - 30 J. Stewart
5:30 Christmas is
5:00 60 MinOtes
6:00 Wild Kingdom 6:30 Disney
8.00 Bonanza
Munson
News
6:00
6:00
6:30 Your Life
7:30 Jimmy
9:00 Bold One
6.30 Movie
630 Wild Kingdom
7:00 FBI
Stewart
10.00 News
700 FBI
8:30 Cade
8:00 Movie
8:0000 Bonanza
10.30 Movies
9:30
0.
800 Movie
Roberts
10:00 News
1:00 Bold Ones
10 00 Thief
10:30
News
10:15 Movie
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:45 Movie
10:30 Tonight
11-30 Movie
11:15 Film

._

-

A

CH. 12
KFVS
6 00 Close up
6 30 News
7 00 Answer
7.30 Truth
8 - 00 Tom & Jerry
8.30 Goalies
900 Special
9. 30 Look Up
10 00 Camera /
10.30 Nation
Unto
II 00 Lamp
Game
11 30 NFL
6 DO Lassie
6 30 Moyle
8 30 Cade's
9 30 Salvation
10 10 Salvahron

CH. 29
WDXR
:10 Film
Music
:00 Gos.
:30 Bible Sap.
Temp,
9:00 sap.
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Football
11:30 Movie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory At Sea
'00 High & Wild
4.
4:30 World
World

5:00 Saint
5:57
6:00
7:27
7:30
9:40
9:SO

News
W. C. Fields
News

Cinema
News
Sports

WOO ShOWICaSW

11:57 sports
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Mistletoe Has Powers
Mysterious powers by the
dozens have been credited to
mistletoe, among them the
power to heal,to ward off evil,
to summon ghosts and force
them to answer questions.

Linzer Torte Comes From Austria

How to Keep
Yule Plants

By Cecily Brownstone
Press Food Editor
Yes, those cherished holi- Associated
Linzer Torte is a famous desday plants can keep on growsert specialty that is said to
ing into next year
have originated in the Austrian
As a tropical plant, poin- city of Linz. But apparently it's
At present, the most prized
settias like plenty of water been adopted by Viennese cooks
property of mistletoe is the
and warmth-70 to8Odegrees. because I have found recipes
license it gives for plenty of
Be sure to keep these plants for it in several of my cookYuletide kissing.Fortunately,
in a warm place at night. books devoted to Viennese cuithere's plenty of mistletoe
Though they blaze with sine.
Thanks to the birds, the
If you want to make this deplant spreads widely. The fiery-red-colored balls, Jeruwith its interesting
birds eat mistletoe ben- es salem cherries are rathercool licious torte
natured. For them, the tern- almond-flavored short crust
and carry the seeds to trees
perature should be held at 60 and filling of raspberry jam,
near and far, say the edito
65 degrees. Avoid over- here is a detailed recipe.
tors of the Encyclopedia
LINZER TORTE
watering.
International.
1 cup unblanched whole alAnsv.er to 'Yesterday s Puzzle
monds
Crossword Puzzle
3/4 cup (1 1/2 quarter-pound
00000
on
6 Confunctior
ACROSS
sticks) butter
3001000 0000M0
Printer s
mac' mom mo 1/2 cup sugar
measure
I Blended
00U 00030 0E10 2 egg yolks
8 Pinch
6 Feeling
ea 00030 01300 1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
9 Anon
11 Glossy fabric
10 Make angri,
12 Vegetable
M00001310 =MO
1 teaspoon vanilla
guita,
11
Hindu
(PI
0000 UM00
13 Spanish life
14 Pronoun
0000300 1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
01110021
Scorch
lumps
16
Small
l5
000M I00000 00 .1/8 teaspoon cloves
19 Communie17 Tiny opening
LINZER TORTE - There
rich short crust flavored with
plate
000 00000 000 1 1/2 cups unsifted flour, stir to
18 Gratuity
21 Delineated
almonds and spices and a filling of raspberry jam.
20 Covered with
aerate before measuring
OU 00000 0000
Affirmative
22
thick grasses
osamoo =0000 1 cup red raspberry jam
paper until firmer - 10 to 15 bottom dough that extends
votes
23 Girl 5
30000 00000
25 Sea tales
Fine... grate almonds. about minutes. Use a spatula to lift above strips. With your fingers.
nickname
27 Brill.ant
electric
1/3 at a time. in an
24 Wine cups
strips. Place 1 strip across cen- press this down into a border
success
54 Cry of
26 Peep show
blender or use rotary hand ter of torte. Place another strip
40 Places in
30 Liquid
Bake in a preheated 150-de28 Proceed
measure
line
goat
grater; 5.4 aside
across the first to form an X. gree oven until browned - 40 to
Complete
to
32
Pertaining
29
41 Titles
57 Hebrew
In large bowl of electric mix- Form an X on either side of the 50 minutes Ccol on rack about
34 Soft drink
rates
letter
44 More recent
er, cream butler and sugar: first X, overlapping end tips 10 minates,
36 Receptacles for
place on a can
31 Saver
Performs
of
Period
58
47
valuables
beat in egg yolks. then lemon and pinching off ends of strips so that rim drops off torte. Cool
13 Shield
(abbr )
49 Father
37 Empower
and
cinnamon
vanilla,
rind,
35 Wale
to fit pan.
60 A state
completely. Store in a tightly
52 Openwork
38 Tattered
(abbr.)
36 Lawmaker
cloves,.Stir in grated almonds
fabric
Run a knife around the top of caVereer tin box. Cut into
cloths
Meamixed.
well
39 Mephistopheles.\•••,1
the pan to loosen the part of the wedges to seive.
,..?:', 6 7 $ 9.10 4
1 ' and flour until
2 3 4 5
42 Indefinite
zstre -)/2 cap of dough for top'tk:•4
article
ping: wrap in wax paper and
11
12
43 Style of
refrigerate.
automobile
14
16
,'15
With fingers press remaining
45 Tissue
',./.• ...,
46 Novelty
' dough into a round cake pan (9
it 2/ ..`.• 23
19
••
10
48 Rants
iold her she would have to enter
by 1 1/2 inches) with a removWhen Mrs. Louis F. Raye.
50 Edge
27-..C.C.‘-..: 28
able bottom so that dough cov- trim 49-year-old housewife and the hospital
25 -:•:. 26
24
Black
r......,
51
•••
ers bottom and sides of pan mother of two, stepped out of her
One ot the first things she found
53 Propel oneself 29
32
30 •".-*. 31
making a shell about 1/4-inch doctor's office the other day. there init was that she would have to go
through water
thick. Spoon raspberry jam was a broad smile on her face. She on .1 diet to lose weight. Today,
55 Compass point
34 ,
•-.."...n5
over bottom of shell, spreading had - been hack home for eight she is some 35 pounds lighter.
56 Drowsy
. 39
40 41
16 37
months after recuperating from alter being overweight for 20 years.
59 Wipes out
evenly. Chill.
61 Chemical
,
't -4.
Mrs. Raye's newly trim figure is
Remove reserved 1/2 cup of hospitalization with a coronary,
44
compound
W413
42
dough from refrigerator and and her „doctor had just given her also the product of a sensible sys62 Peruses
tem of exercise prescribed by a
. 48
47 '
49 • • ,50
46
roll between 2 pieces of wax "a pretty nice report card.1.......
DOWN
Not that Mrs. 'Raye hasn't al- hbssieal education director at her
1
le..
:
paper to form an 8 by 3 inch
rectangle. Remove top piece of ways been a positive thinker. "An local "Y7 to whom she went on
1 Bluebeard s
her doctors advice. This includes
last wife
wax paper and with a knife, cat optimist sees an opportunity in
57 131 •.,....:,59
56
60
every calamity. While a pessimist a brisk walk every day. She had
2 Old Testament
rectangle
into
6
strips,
each
8
(abbr )
doctor to wali
• 61
(.
.1'.5:•62
inches long and 1/2-inch wide. sees a calamity in every opportu- been advised by her
3 Recent
•••
nity." she says. recalling the day. until she was tired, not exhausted.
If
4 Beloved
dough
is
too
soft
to
handle
for
hair. by 1 cited Fei.ture Syrwheete, Inc.
5 Beneath
next step, refrigerate on wax about a year ago. when her doctor When she started walking. the first

. . .,.

I

.
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Sil D, a
,.11,ssa*A03.01
CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY!
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get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS .1 1
25% Off

REAL ES'

GIBSON HOLLOW body electric
guitar and case. Finish is cherry
red, used very little. Would make
a great Christmas gift. If inD23(
terested phone 753-5768
is

SOW
thru
The

Classified
Ads 5.

Women and heart disease

•

•
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25% OFF

l'.1.

r1

ALL WOOL SUITS
25

Latest Styles - Good Selection
All Sizes - Regular and Long

%

F
F

Si

25
n,
70

LEG PANTS 0

0

r

Stripes and Solids - Wash and Wear
VALUES AT $12 and $13

Great Selection!
25% OFF

t

is
is
is

is
is
Si

is

F

Si

.101••

is

is

The College
shop

North 15th St

is

is
is

Murray K

s

Across from MSU Library
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Weekdays
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays

sired, reasonable terms. Also
Saint Bernard bathing and
grooming services. No poodles.
Melody-Ayre Kennels, 901-2473345, Route 2, Buchanan, Tennessee,
D20C
SEVEN REGISTERED Polled
tereford bulls. Lamplighter
blood line. Also, 9' metal garage
door. Phone 753-3336 after 5:00 or
see Hewlett Cooper.
D18P

firebu
ali plailot
large st,
has beet

rea
i
sglr
l;at
a

day her limit was one block. By
increasing her quota, little by little
every day, she found she now can
walk about a mile without tiring
Mrs. Raye is still, of course, on a
diet control program which stresses
certain foods and de-emphasizes
others. She eats a 101 of lean meat,
poultry and stil food and supplements them with fruits, vegetables.
skim milk and cottage cheese. Be
sides getting along without high.
fat foods. Mrs. Raye has awl
PUPPIES! UPRIGHT PIANO, excellent.
learned to avoid "worrying about CHRISTMAS
things I can't change."
Miniature Schnauzers, champion condition. Phone 753-6747. D2OP

OPEN:

THE HC
schools,
bedroon

16 FEEDER PIGS for sale, 35
pounds and up. Phone 7536940.
D20C

ANOTH
has 142
has hui
spacioul
carpet a
It plus eel
patios,

SOMET
bedroon
kitchen,

JUST Ll
acres a
blacktot
bought

50 FEEDER CALVES and baby
calves, straight from purebred
dairy cows. Mostly Holstein,
Gordon's Market, 94 Highway
East of Murray. Phone 4742236.
TFC

WE HA
newly d

and ext

THE Al
you. Wl
give us
purcha'

AKC REGISTERED German
BILL'S MOBILE Homes IS of- Shepherd puppies, 7 weeks old.
fering these two Christmas Two males, one female. 1611
specials. Two bedroom 12' wide, Miller, phone 753-9978.
D23P
$3750.00. Three bedroom double
1
wide, $6995.00. Plus a lot full of
Take along a sack full.
nice mobile homes. 3900 South
Keeping slim and active is a plus
Country Ham on a Biscuit.
Beltine Highway, Paducah,
Her positive thinking philosophy
$.25 or 4 for $.89.
also resulted in a program to save Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D30C
energy via some expert advice from
the President's Committee on the
Employment of the HandiCapped
As a result, her husband moved
the latiridty equipment from their
basement upstairs to the ground
Boor bathroom. This saves her considerable running up and down the
stain when doing her laundry.
Mr. Raye has also put casters on
all beds and heavier furniture, to
spare her lifting or pushing when
doing house cleaning.
While some of her household
tasks now involve a bit more.family
cooperation. her 20-year-old twin
girls and husband are glad to pitch
in. This usually means helping
carry heavier food shopping hags,
twice a week. to keep her from
overtiring unnecessarily.
Mrs. Raye is one of the country's
15 million women with some type
of cardiovascular disease. While
statistics show that far many more

A few drinks never stopped him before.
Maybe they never stopped you, either But no matter
how Sober you feel, three or four drinks during the hour
before getting behind the wheel increase your chances
. of having an accident by seven times. Six drinks, and
you're ten times more likely to have one. And no amount
of cotfee changes these odds.
Every holiday season, traffic accidents increase by 25%.
And jolly good fellows are the major reaqon. So if you've

had a few drinks, let a friend drive you home Or take a taxi
Now you've probably heard all this before And your
new car dealer hopes you'll be around to
hear it again next year.
Dealers who display this seal subscribe to the NAtatk ',ode of
Business Practices Address your correspondence ti, l,onsumer
Relations Service, 2000 K Street NW, Washington tic 20006

•

e

1111111111111111
'I NA0A 1
1- 1111111111."

National Automobile
Dealers Association,
WaShiniglOh.
franchised

Official organi,ation of Arvienta

new car Ann in, It

deak/IS •

One in a series presented by N.A.D.A., The Ledger & Times,
and the new car dealers of our community.

Buyii

TRIANGLE INN

753 4953
lEx46' TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Two new air conditioners and
electric stove. All electric. Nice.
Shoe Store has
Cheap. Can be seen at Thweatts The Lynnville
again. They are overit
done
Service Station, Phone 753with ladies boots. They
2720.
D18P stocked
have the latest suede granny
ONE MAPLE finish twin bed boots in navy, brown and black.
with box springs and mattress, They also have the latest stretch
$25.00; Some beauty shop boots. They have the latest
equipment, black, 2 years old, 1 holiday boot in gold and silver
hydraulic chair, 1 backbar vanity and the little girl's granny boot in
with attached mirror and any color. Lynnville Shoe Store,
shampoo bowl, 2 lounge dryers, Sam Perry owner. Open five days
$650.00; 2 bedroom house with lot per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
In Hazel. $3,900. Will sell house 8:30 till 5:00,Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
D21C
and beauty shop combined for 6:00.
$4,200. Cali 4924436.
D18C

ONE MALE registered German
Shepherd puppy, $50.00. Call 4354301.
DISC
men than women suffer heart at-

For he was a jolly good fellow.

* M

tacks-at age 45. the mortality rate
from heart attacks is five times AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
greater in men than women-after puppies, male and female,
menopause. however, the statistics dewormed. Will hold
for
begin to get closer. In fact, by age Christmas. Call 7534379.
DISC
70. the percentage for women approaches that of men.
What can a woman Jo to in- 24" HICKORY WOOD for sale.
MSC
crease her chances of avoiding a Call 7534997.
heart attack.? Here is some advice
from the American Heart Associa- RCA WHIRLPOOL Refrigerator,
tion, reported hy the Health Insur- 10.1 cubic-ft. Almost new. $100.00
ance Institute:
Call 7534445.
D22C
• When cooking. use liquid
vegetable oils and polyunsaturated EXECUTIVE DESK, metal,
shortenings in place of other fats
practically new,Call 489All of these lower the lesel of blood
2255.
D1813
cholesterol.
• Be a calorie-counter.
• Gel regular health checkups HONDA MINI Bike, like new.
If detected, high blood pressure Phone 753-9457.
D20C
can be controlled in great many
cases.
HAY: RED clover and orchard
• If you smoke. cut down, or
grass. Phone 753-7550.
D23C
better yet. stop.
• Bear in mind that sedentary
living is an additional risk. Physi- 1960 CHAMPION 10'x50' two
cally inactive individuals run a bedroom trailer. Priced to sell.
higher chance of heart attack than Phone 753-9590 after 6:00 p.m.
ihose who exercise regularly. Your DC
doctor can fill you in on the kind
of physical activity which will suit
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL; AKC
your age and physical condition.
registered black and white
Of the 2.8 million Americans,
men and women, hospitalized last Poodle puppy, 10 weeks old,
year with some form of cardiovas- $45.00. Make a wonderful gift
cular ailment, most had a good Also AKC registered Pi year old
portion of their medical hills paid male buff color Cocker Spaniel
by health insurance benefits.
Special price, only $25.00. Phone
Another important "benefit" fin 753-4469 after 6:00 p.m.
DWI
most women-and men as wellto keep in mind is that a health
regimen, following at hospitaliza- NEW MONTCLAIR mini 8 stereo
tion. often involves a trimmer figure tape player and two speakers.
and firmer muscles. Nest to a pro. Sold for $83.94, only $5000 Four
longed and healthier life. it's one Datsun 13" wheels use for snow
of the happiest -benefits- a woman tires,$5.00 each. Phone 753can expect.
8425.
D2OU

Our Seafood platter causes
alot of clatter. Lots of
quality, lots of zingy food
complete dinner-$1.95.

TRIANGLE INN

753 4953

BLACK & WHITE Zenith
television in Early American
cabinet. $50.00. Phone 7533047.
D17C
GREAT CHRISTMAS gift;
Zenith Circle of Sound stereo.
Three speed, two speakers,
stand. Phone 753-7690.
D21C

ALL F
business (
e mile
proximate
og wire f
zy old(
modern. '
436-2173.

FBTRICBR
Y OW

With La
Centri

GOOD USED clarinet, make
excellent Christmas gift. Also
want to buy good used Honda 100.
Phone 436-5450.
DI7NC
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
dryer, used short time, no chips,
or scratches. Avocado color.
Phone 753-3162 days or 753-4960
evenings. D17C
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES, Rat
Terrier, Toy Terrier. Indoor or
outdoor dogs. Phone 7534505
after 5:00p.m.
D17C
FISH 'N CHIPS 95 cents
(Real chips not
french fries;

Served with malt vinegar

TRIANGLE INN 753 49"

/ ••••

firepli

fence(
Ownei

On
Phi

e
ltV
V
,CAN E

Iff A fine I

4
4

Christn
This I
family
an app

X A HIL1
Thre
x acres
less th,
3.• We a

/

A GOOD buy...give It a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Rent new shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of "The
Wishing Well."
DISC

ii
753-5064
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THE WANT ADS wAy

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

4 "Dins
-,.••."'
ern411
Are Po13011

TIaMITIS
Eat Yo.ir Home

NICE APARTMENTS. One
bedroom furnished and twobedroom unfurnished. Phone 753D17C

EXTRA NICE, two bedroom
mobile home in one of the most
beautiful locations around. Phone
D20C
753-5109.

One Name or Set of Numbers
Imprinted FREE on Any Shirt
Purchased at

k‘ - CIL l ip
0
14
1
•---k ---.

WALLACE BOOK STORE

ROACH'S
Carry L:eryns

From Now Till Christmas
(Sale Shirts Are Not Included)

GIN IMO Of

PESTS

25
%

.0"

tear

ge
rray Ky

Ei.kdays
.urdays

SOMETHING SMALLER BUT JUST AS nice is this three
bedroom brick, with central heat, carpetting, built ins in
kitchen, utility, and two baths. Priced to sell at $22,500:

NO, excellent
753-6747. D2OP

_,VES and baby
from purebred
ostly Holstein.
94 Highway
tone 474TFC

2 baths,
/
WE HAVE A THREE BEDROOM-BRICK with 11
newly decorated, a full basement,tarpetting, built in range,
and extra large lot for only $16,000.

THE ABOVE IS JUST A SAMPLING of what we have to offer
you. While you are off from work during the holiday season
' give us a call and let us show you the house you want ta
purchase.

RED German
s, 7 weeks old.
? female. 1611
9978.
D23P

sack full.
in a Biscuit.'
89.

IITE Zenith
irly American
one 753D17C
iTMAS gift;
Sound stereo.
wo speakers,
690.
D21C
larinet, make
las gift. Also
ised Honda 100,
D17NC
ELECTRIC
time, no chips,
ivocado color.
lys or 753-4960
D17C
IPPIES, Rat
:ler. Indoor or
hone 753-6505
D17C
95 cents
not
PS;

It vinegar

NN

753 4953

it a try. Blue
Elvorite carpet
w shampooer
tome of The
DISC

214W11011

THE YOUTH SHOP

and

INt

1

Register for the Free
HELP WANTED
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
$100.00 to be given away
house. Has carport and storage.
before Christmas.
utilities WANTED: BUTCHER to work
100 S. 13th ,treet
Murray, Ky. $85.00 per month. AllPhone
489- in local food store. Phone Fair
paid except electric.
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
D21
354-8387.
dealing,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
D17C
2595.
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeas
ROOM WITH private entrance,
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
PLANNED
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Ser
within walking distance of
r Member Chamber of Commerce university. Phone 753-1387. D17C
PROMOTIONAL
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
4•••••••mommonewowiwww.mommumwwwor
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarOPPORTUNITY
TFC
BACKHOE OR dozer services. HARRY'S
mington, Kentucky
ELECTRIC
& TWO BEDROOM furnished
This position offers a
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone Maintenance. No job is too small. trailer at .University Heights
career opportunity through
TFC Reasonable
753-9807.
rates.
1108 Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color
planned advancement to
If You
television, electric heat, deposit
Sycamore, phone 753management levels and
JanuarylINC and references required. Phone
FOR ALL your home additions, 2967.
higher earnings. Ap753-5191 days or 753-7358 after
alterations, remodeling, etc.
plicants should have some
TFC
Call...
5:00p.m.
Free Estimates. Phone 753college training or a high
TFC CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
6123.
with
school
diploma
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone TWO BEDROOM duplex apart753-7278
business experience
489-2295.
J12C ment, partly furnished. Call 7536:00 p.m.
Between
7767 after 5:00 p.m. 1120.00 per
Applicants must have good
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
D20C
driving record.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back month.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
We offer a good starting
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Evening
located
brick,
BEDROOM
TWO
TFc
salary, plus liberal emTFC 5933.
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
If you know your route
at Alm Heights. Couple only or
ployee benefits.
number, please call
boy's
small family. Phone 474For an interview apAUCTION SALE
him first. If you get no
AUCTION SALE
D18P
2369.
pointment, call or write to:
results then call John
MR. C. P. WILLIAMS
Pasco , Jr. at the above
FOR RENT or SALE
number during the hours
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
listed
SERVICES

ESTATE AUCTION. SALE

a

AI IL 1' IL"

HOYT ROBERTS or RAY ROBERTS
505 Main Street
MALL FARM: good location;
business or future investment
East Murray, apPne mile
roximately 10 acres pasture.
,0
og wire fencing, stables, water.
7 room house,
zy older
modern. For appointment call
TFC
436-2173.

1

PRICED TO SELL
BY OWNER 3 Bedroom

BRICK HOUSE

Call 753-1651
MOBILE HOME, available
immediately in Shady Oaks. Two
bedrooms, 10' x 50', nicely
furnished for only $2500.00.
Choice lots on Dudley. Several
residential and two for multi-unit
apartment or office buildings.
Seventy five wooded acres
joining TVA at Anderson Creek
Embayment. Owner will finance.
Numerous multiple listed
properties in Murray and
Calloway County. C. 0. Bondurant Realty, phone 753-9954 or
D17C
753-3460.

With Large FAMILY ROOM

Saturday, December 18th. 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
former home of the late Mr. E.S. Diuguid, 601 West Main
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, Executrix of the late Mrs.
Katherine Diuguid Kirk's estate, will offer for sale, to settle
the estate, the antique furnishings, some used pryor to and
since the completion of the beautiful home in 1895 which
included bedroom suite, wash stand, and dresser, marble
top, secretary, a desk Dr. Taylor )a member of the family)
used, gateleg table, (6 leg), small tables, book case, three
sections, some books, hall tree, love seat matching chairs,
rocker, all real nice) solid wood, six real large picture
frames, some small, outstanding mirrors, wicker chair and
clock.
Following unusual as to quality and quantity, real old
sterling silver flatware, tray, platter and emits and wine
cups, painted china,set and odd pieces, real nice, three piece
carving set, pewter, brass and many decorative items.
Miscellaneous: Two TVs, end tables, chests, one cedar,
trunk, clock and boxes of brie brac and desirable items.

Douglas Shoemaker
In Charge of Sale

Central heat and air,
fireplace, double garage,
fenced patio.
Owner is leaving town

2 BEDROOM
TRAILER -

Air conditioned,
good downtown location.
Phone 753-5617 or
Phone 753-1257
After 5:00 P.M.

SEVEN ROOM furnished house,
available now. Near University.
Carpeted and air conditioned.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
days or 753-5962 nights.
D22C
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment,carpeted, electric heat, air
conditioned. Available January
4th. $100.00 per month. Phone
753-6425 days or 753-5962 night.
D22C

Southside Shopping
Ctr. 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

A‘Sulzalulzaias

CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY!
FOR SALE
THE IDEAL Christmas present,
miniature brown AKC registered
Poodles. One male, one female.
Will be available for Christmas.
D20C
Phone 753-9263.
^ r
RECORD SALE, large selection,
country western, pop artists, and
classics. Wallace Book Store,
D20C
1413 Olive Blvd.
WILLYS 4 wheel drive pickup
truck, 1952 model, 6 forward
speeds, fair condition In daily
D20C
use. $490.00. Call 436-5414

Christmas
Trees
Flocked

1
'

*THRESHOLD *
*
***Bpika•lhiteses**PosBteensrs i
.* tc

$1
:

and

Regular
Trees

WANTED: FEMALE to stay
with woman recuperating from
surgery. Phone 753-5036 or 4362433.
DISC
SERVICE
EXPERIENCED
station operator wanted. Give
complete references and apply in
person at Scottie's Standard
Service Station, East Main
D20C
Street.

753-6350

Glindel Reaves

; $

.0 0

DARNELL MARINE
SALES & SERVICE
Will Close At
NOON
Friday, December 24
and Will Reopen
MONDAY, JANUARY 3
I

$

$ It

I

FOR SALE
TRAILER, 10x50', electric heat
three miles from Murray. Phone
D29C
753-6231.
FOR BOYS; two five room
2 miles from
/
furnished houses. 21
town. Available January. Phone
D17C
753-5768 or 753-2748.
FOR RENT or sale, 1967 Regency
mobile home, air conditioned.
Phone 753-7410.
D17C

$

Service Station
FOR LEASE

•

TRIANGLE INN

ENERGETIC YOUNG man or ,
41•Children's Posters *
woman with sales experience to
CALL ...
Incense& much
sell advertising for a weekly
;
11:00-8:00
Open
*
publication in Kentucky Lakes
THREE BEDROOM trailer, area. Top pay. Excellent opb :
lowainsuSt
tbherhu iCnhdrtihstemyaes iM
ORDER NOW!!
*
electric heat, near University. portunity for the right person. *
Nice Phone 753-3895 or 753Send complete resume to Leisure
D18C Scene, P. 0. Box 4, Henderson, 41t*************
3482.
1 2 Mile on Lynn
D22C BALDWTN PIANOS and organs
Kentucky.
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Grove Highway
Married couple, girls or boys. WANTED: BABYSI1 IER, two for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
Two-bedrooms, extra nice. $80.00 days per week. Will furnish purchase. I,onardo
Company, across from Post
plus utilities. Phone 753-8298 after transportation. Phone 753Office, Paris,Tennessee. D17C
D18C 8812.
5:00p.m.
D18C
BONANZA BOOK sale, hundreds

2 ACRE FARM, near Taylor's
/
321
For information dial Murray, Kentucky, 753-3375.
Store. Good 2 bedroom house,
with bath, new well, bases on
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
farm, tobacco 2.04 to 6, barn only
living room, kitchen, bathroom
AUTOS FOR SALE
OF
CARD
THANKS
four years old. 10 acre corn base
On Magnolia Drive
with shower and bath. One or two
immediate possession. Call 435- 1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark
Lourelle B. Sledd bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartPhone 753-7643
of
family
The
D18P green, air conditioner and mag
5432 or 492-8347. 4",
wishes to thank each of her many ments, South 16th Street, phone
wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753- friends for the cards, flowers, 753-6609.
D21C
8045 after 4:00 p.m.
Prayers during FURNISHED BEDROOM for
calls,
phone
and
I
IM'"VAV,iVAVAVA'VAI
AVA-D20C her illness. Also the kind exgirl. Bath and kitchen privileges.
GIVE YOUR FAMILY A CHRISTMAS PRESENT THEY
pressions of sympathy after she Located between town and
AnGolden
BEST
DODGE'S
YEARS!
FOR
0CAN ENJOY
University. Phone 753-2743. IT('
niversary Sedan, '64 model, air expired.
Mrs. Marjorie B. Cooper
A fine house, a fine location, available now. Move in before
and power. Excellent first or
Mrs Pauline B. Dorris
Christmas.
second car. Priced to sell. 753FOR LEASE
Dr. R. Leon Bourland
This beautiful 3 bedroom brick home, two tile baths, large
DISC
3202.
ITP
family room,two car garage. Low down payment Call us for
1953 FORD FLAT bed pickup
an appointment to see this home.
WANT TO BUY
truck, $225.00. Excellent conA HILLTOP HOME OVERLOOKING SCENIC AREA
door,
four
Chevrolet
1959
dition.
2
/
WANT TO BUY; logs and
Three bedroom house, carpeted, gas heat. Garage 11
good condition. $100.00. Phone standing
timber. Also have for
acres. Start the New Year in this home. Payments could be ia 753-9207 after 4:30 p.m.
Modern, well
I)23C sale
lumber and sawdust.
less than rent.
Co.
good location
Lumber
equipped,
Murray
Saw
and
Mill
Service.
1960 CHEVROLET 4 door hardWe are a member of Multiple Listing
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
7
Phone
top.
Cheap.
power.
All
Contact
CLAUDE L. MILLER, Real Estate
6533 after 5:00p.m.
D17
418 Main St.
LOST & FOUND
John C. Neubauer, Assoc. Broker
1963 FORD GALAXIE 500 two LOST: ONE male Irish Setter
4th & Chestnut St.
753-3059
L53-5084
753-7331
door hardtop. Good tires. Phone wearing collar. Phone 753Phone 753-2752
NVAVAVAVA'VA-VIVIIA'Vi# 753-7512 after 5:00 p.m.
DISC
D18C 9404.

g
4
0

k 753 4953

504 Main

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE
See ...

Shoe Store has
'hey are overes boots. They
suede granny
own and black.
ie latest stretch
ye the latest
;old and silver
3 granny boot in
ille Shoe Store,
. Open five days
6:00, Saturday
ay 1:00 p.m. till
D21C

753-3242

Kelley's Termite

Buying -Selling -Appraising -Managing

INN

OWIL HOUR SIMICE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

* MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING *

i3

TO, 4ny OCCogien,
CornAktilf 4CC.S.$0•74111,

Miss Your Paper

JUST LISTED THIS 20 ACRES with good farm house. Has 18
acres of cleared land, two stock barns, and located on
blacktop road. It's located in Graves County and can be
bought for only $13,500.

.3S for sale, 35
;one 753D20C

NN 75349,1

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

Pest Control

ANOTHER LARGE HOUSE WHICH OWNER would trade
2 acres of land and over 3,200 sq. ft. of living space. It
/
has 11
2 baths, large bedrooms,
1
has huge recreation room, 2/
spacious kitchen and dining area, living room with fireplace,
carpet and no wax floors throughout, all built ins in kitchen
plus central vacuum system, central heat and air, three
patios, double garage. It's a honey.

CHRISTMAS? WHY not a H & R USED Furniture has loads
Shapemakers Gift Certificate. of antiques and furniture for sale
Phone 753-2962.
D3ONC for Christmas specials. Phone
DISC
• 753-4716 or 753-6676.
ASSUME PAYMENTS OF $18.95
on Wurlitzer spinet piano.
Leach's Music and TV. Call 753- lk Joe Doran and Company C
tonight and
entertain
7575.
DISC
Saturday night Beginning
at 530

Protect Your Home!

THE HOUSE PICTURED ABOVE IS IDEALLY located near
shopping centers and churches. It has four
schools,
bedrooms, spacious living room with fireplace, kitchen with
all built ins, two baths, utility room, recreation room with
fireplace and worlds of closets. It also has double garage,
large storage budding and a beautiful shady lot. This place
has been completely redecorated, has carpet throughout and
is great in every way. Call for an appointment to see and
really appreciate the spaciousness of this place.

S

atter causes
Lots of
zingy food
1.95.

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Roberts Oil Co.

Aluminum
Plates
23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
CALL

753-3120
IMMEDIATELY

to choose from. All subjects, art,
history, music, cookbooks, etc.
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive
D20C
Blvd.
COUCH, 2 chairs Spanish type,
white French provincial bedroom
suit, harvest gold refrigerator, 2
end lamps. Excellent condition.
D20C
753-6324.
You don't have to scrimp
on a dinner from our
shrimp!
LargeComplete-$1.85 42,35

ASSUME PAYMENTS OF $10.85
on
Mediteeranean
finish
TRIANGLE INN
Magnavox Console with AM-FM
stereo. Leach's Misuc dr TV. Call
753-7575.
D18C DON'T MERELY brighten
carpets.. Blue Lustre them.. no
rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer
Murray Home & Auto
THE YOUTH SHOP $1.
Store.
D18C

504 Main
Sleepwear for Boys & Girls
Robes. Gowns, PJs

' No Stinkers in our onion
'rings. Order 45 cent double °
order-85 cent substitute
SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray
for french fries-20 cents
Saturday, while your children see
ex
the FREE movie at the Capri.
TRIANGLE INN
from parTickets are Free
stores.
ticipating
D17C
A GOOD buy....give it a try. Blue
Lustre America's favorite carpet
r0..IMED.0.111M.0 411110. 4..1
DISC
shampoo. Big K.

The

;Hitching Post;

8-TRACK TAPES
in Aurora, Ky. !
2.95 up
LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV
CLOSI NG for the I
.si
m
24
i
Dec.
SeasonGoIn
Dixieland Center
FTITEMS! CROCHETED AFGHAN,
I 55"x68", orlon, light and dark
ON SALE
.* Stocking Stuffers o blue houndstooth check. Phone
753-8982 after 5:00 p.m.
D17P
I* 1972 Towel
Calendars WELL KEPT carpets show the
*Gifts for Everyone I results
of regular Blue Lustre
Open 9 to 5 Weekdays spot cleaning. Rent electric
Open at Noon on Sun shampooer $1. Begley's Drug

l

411MM. .411•1. .11=100 4=111.0

Store.

D18C

°
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Several Cases Heard In Calloway
Court During The Past Two Week

Cease-Fire Called ...

Mother Local
Woman Expires

Funeral Saturday
.
.
.
Brief
In
News
World
For Pat L Harrell

By United Press International the Irish Republican Army, file funeral for Pat Lee Harrell
President Agha Mohammed considered responsible for
Lalah
Lovett,
Mrs.
mother of Yahya Khan has accepted the much of the violence, was will be held Saturday at two p.m
at the chapel of the BlalockSeveral cases have been Junrny Knight, Hardin Route to the turmoil brought by the governMent- as all independent Mrs. Mildred Crouse of Murray
Indian offer of a cease-fire on proving successful.
authority separate from the
Coleman Funeral Home with
disposed of in the Calloway One, commercial fishing in a 15-day-old war.
died
Two,
Wednesday
at
Route
correspondent government of West Pakistan,
the western front of the war
Rev. John A. Jones, pastor of the
County Court of Judge Robert 0. restricted area, costs of $18.50 UPI diplomatic
p.m.
at
the
Benton between the countries. The
11:40
WASHINGTON-Ministers of Kirksey
Methodist
United
Miller in the past two weeks. paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; Stewart Hensley reported from more than 1,000 miles away Municipal Hospital. She was 72
the
ten
announcement came just a few
wealthiest non-Commu- Church, officiating.
Records show the following oc- Department of Fish and Wildlife. Washington that the United across India, was one of the years of age and a resident of
hours before an Indian deadline nist nations were meeting in
placing its main main causes of the current
Burial will be in the Kirksey
curred:
James Childress, Hardin, States was
Benton Route Five in the Olive for acceptance was due to Washington today in an effort
Cemetery with the arrangements
Joel Griffin, Dexter Route One, speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, fine hope for the immediate future conflict, which broke out March Community.
expire.
toward
producing
a
new
set
of
speeding,costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; State Police. on some sort of Security 26.
Survivors are her husband, B. India earlier -said fighting exchange -rates arnoag the by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call.
of $10.00 suspended; State Police. Danny Smith, 601 Pine, Council action which might lead Mrs. Gandhi said India had E. Lovett of Benton Route Five;
ceased in East Pakistan-now world's currencies.
no territorial ambitions on the
Harrell, age 52, died Tuesday
Charles Eldridge, Murray, Murray, illegal possession of to a political solution.
daughters, Mrs. Crouse of the Peoples' Republic of Bengla
six
The
meetings,
at
the
SmithsoYahya Khan, in a statement land of former East Pakistan.
disorderly conduct, thirty days in alcohol, fined $10.00 costs of
Route Two, Mrs. Mary Desh-where Pakistani forces nian Institution, came against about 3:30 p.m. He was retired
Murray
broadcast by the official Radio She said the Gengalis-ethnicaldisabled veteran of the U.S. Navy
County Jail, suspended on con- $18.50; Detective.
Nimmo, Mrs. Madeline Collie, surrendered Thursday.
the
prospect of
upwardly
ly and culturally different from
dition that defendant stay away Lamon Peeler, Dexter Route Pakistan, said:
Kitty Cope, all of If the cease-fire is effective, revalued the Japanese yen and serving in both World War II and
Mrs.
and
the Korean Conflict. He was the
from wife's parents' home and One, driving while intoxicated, "Now that India has suggest- their former countrymen in the Benton Route Five, Mrs. Mavis
it will be the first time in two West German mark in light of son of the
late Parker Harrell and
that behavior be good for a period fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State ed a cease-fire on the western West -would be left alone to Powell of Benton Route Four and
weeks fighting had been halted the American agreement to Allie
front, Pakistan has agreed to a run their new country.
Cunningham Harrell of
of six month; Sheriff.
Police.
Betty Henson of Benton on the subcontinent.
Mrs.
devalue
the
dollar,
the
mainmake all Some 60,000 West Pakistani
Kirksey.
Malec,
Paducah, cease-fire and to
Dave
Route Eight; six sons, Roy of
stay of the present world
arrangements regard- troops taken captive in East
Survivors are his daughter,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs relevant
Route Five, Hill of Benton BELFAST, Northern Ireland monetary system.
Benton
ing this, in accordinace with the Pakistan will be taken to India.
Miss Patricia Harrell of
$18.50; State Police.
Three, Joe of Mayfield, -British Army patrols were
Route
resolutions There was no indication when
!Continued from Page 11
Mayfield, his son, Sp4-C Jimmy
James Wyatt, speeding, fine of General Assembly
Ayne and Leon of Benton Route attacked in Belfast and London- SAIGON-South
Vietacmese
they would be repatriated.
Thursday with dramatic sud- $10.00 and costs of $18.50, both in the United Nations.
and Pat of Benton Route derry today, and a civilian was and Cambodian troops, with Harrell of the U. S. Army, GerFour,
have commanded my
many, his daughter-in-law, Mrs.
denness. Rep. William F. Ryan, suspended; State Police.
One.
wounded by sniper fire in the allied air and artillery support,
D-N.Y., triggered the domino l Paul Latham, Murray, public armed forces to cease fire from
Debbie Whited Harrell of
surviving
are
her
stepAlso
was
also
no
There
pressed
city
of
their
indication
Newry.
advance today
effect by dusting off and drunkenness,five days in County 7:30 p.m. West Pakistan time when -or if -the
Murray, and his brother, Ben
But a spokesman at British into the Chup rubber plantation
Pakistanis father, Henry York of Benton
Harrell of Almo Route One.
putting into play a seldom used Jail, attempted breakin, con- and 8:30 p.m. EST Pakistan would release Sheikh
two sisters, Mrs. Army Headquarters in the area of Cambodia.
Route
Four;
Mujibur
time today (9:30 a.m. EST)."
-and little known -House rule. firmed generally; Sheriff.
Ratunan, the Bengali leader Lena York and Mrs. Grace tense province said it was The drive is aimed at
Yahya Wants Talks
Ryan is a liberal who has John
Halicks, Paducah,
Free Kittens
arrested for treason and taken Wilson of Benton Route Six; relatively quiet, for Northern wresting control from Commuthat
accepted
always
"[have
been against U.S. policy in speeding, fine of $10.00 and costs
brother, Dorsey Hill of Hardin Ireland, where fighting has nist forces of key highways in
to
West
Pakistan
after
the
start
Four
free
Persian kittens are
problems,"
Vietnam for about as long as of $18.50, both suspended; State war never solves
the area.
of the civil war in East Route One; two half brothers claimed 164 lives this year.
available
as
pets. Call 436-2637.
"Therefore,
said.
Khan
Yahya
anybody in
Congress. He
Lawrence York of Florida and
Pakistan.
Thursday, Northern Ireland
succeeded in bringing about the Jackie Carson, Benton Route there must be talks between
Hardin
Route
In the West Thursday, Radio Charles York of
Premier Brian Faulkner said a
House vote on the so-called Three, speeding, fined $10.00 India and Pakistan to solve all
Pakistan said Indian planes One; thirty-one grandchildren; campaign against terrorists of
this
problems.
For
outstanding
Mansfield amendment that Sen- costs $18.50; State Police.
bombed a civilian area in nineteen great grandchildren.
ate doves had insisted was their Edward Max Gore, Dexter, reason, Pakistan has accepted
Rohri,
a town in northwest Mrs. Lovett was a member of
U.N.
resolutions
of
the
price for freeing the aid speeding, fined $10.00 costs the
killing
at least 20 persons. the Olive United Methodist , v
Sind,
General Assembly. If the other
authorization from a joint $18.50; State Police.
The radio said the latest attack Church -where funeral services
there
accepted
these,
side
has
conference. House negotiators Leonard Morris Murray Route
brought the death toll in the are being held today at two p.m
From The
were just as determined not to Three, driving while intoxicated, would not have been this
with Rev. Eura Mathis and Re‘
town
to at least 50.
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, power and air, vinyl roof,
bring the issue to a house vote, amended to reckless driving, deplorable situation."
Bullock
officiating.
Thomas
The announcement also said
Murray car.
arguing that the House twice fined $100.003 costs $13.50; State The Soviet Union vetoed three
Grandsons
are
serving
as
Security Council resolutions two Indian army officers and 50
had rejected the proposal.
Police.
1970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof.
enlisted men were captured at pallbearers and burial will be in By United Press International
Conceived by Senate Demo- William Craig, St. Louis, Mo., calling for a cease-fire but the
town on the West the Horn Cemetery with the
Shakargarh,
a
Assembly
voted
1(4-11
General
NEW
-Indian
Prime
DELHI
cratic Leader Mike Mansfield speeding, fined $10.00 costs
1968 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,
to halt the fighting. Pakistan Pakistan border in the Sialkot arrangements by the Colier Minister Indira Gandhi, declarof Montana, the amendment $18.50; State Police.
Murray car.
Funeral
Home
of
Benton.
sector.
ing a unilateral cease-fire in
would declare it to be "the Stephen Boyd, Route One, accepted all of them; India did
the Indo-Pakistani war:
1963 Cadillael-foier door, ruff $200.
policy of the United States," C,olurnbus, Ky.,speeding, costs of not until East Pakistan surren- In the air over the town,
Pakistanis said their planes
"We hope the people and the
that U.S. military forces be $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 dered.
1970 Oldsmobile 98, four door hardtop, all power and air,
Mrs. GalSdhi met later with damaged one Indian jet in a
government of Pakistan will
withdrarn from Indochina suspended; State Police.
dark maroon with black vinyl top. "She's Sharp!
appreciate and reciprocate this
within six months, contingent Harold Pile, Shady Oaks, members of parliament from battle involving four Pakistani
PARIS (UPI) - Maurice
Sabres
and
six
Indian
MIG21s.
her
ruling
Congress
party
and
offer.
The
consequences
which
only upon the return of Murray, hunting without a
1969 Oldsmobile 98, 2 door hardtop, power and air, white
Radio Pakistan also said Chevalier's condition remained flow from failure to do so will
prisoners of war and an license, costs of $18.50 paid, fine said the cease-fire would go
with black vinyl roof. "She's a little doosey".
the
83
-year-old
critical
today
as
Pakistani planes destroyed five
rest squarely upon the military
accounting of the missing. of $10.00 suspended; Department into effect tonight.
song and dance man fought to
Indian
tanks,
three
medium
"As
you
must
have
heard,
rulers
of
Pakistan."
Many Congressional doves felt of Fish and Wildlife.
1969 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Station Wagon, power and
overcome a serious kidney
that the House was now on the Carl E. Duncan„Almo, Pakistan has accepted the offer guns and a number of military
air, Murray rat.
failure.
verge of adopting the provision. peeding, fined $10.00 costs of a cease-fire," she said. "It vehicles, also in the Sharerhospitalized
SunChevalier,
RAWALPINDI - Pakistan
1968 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door sedan, power and air,
will come into effeta this garh.
18.50; State Police.
Mohammad
vinyl roof, Murray car, Sharp.
All-India radio, the official day after complaining of severe President
One of them was Ryan, who Phillip Barrington, White Hall, evening. However, we have to
New
Delhi pains, is being treated with an Yahya Khan, vowing to continrecently uncovered a house rule Murray State University, public be vigilant, since in today's voice of the
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hardtop, all power and air.
that he knew would lead to a drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs world things tend to get government said 66 Indian artificial kidney machine at ue the fight despite the fall of
Hospital to relieve his East Pakistan:
Necker
vote. It specifies that in the $18.50, Campus Police.
tanks
were
involved
in
the
fight
Oldsmobile 88, four door, power and air.
1965
complicated.
"Let me assure the brothers
event a joint conference has not Phillip Bell, Hazel, speeding, Vatiya Khan, in a speech to dear Shakargarh and one own deficient kidneys.
1969 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door hardtop, power and air.„
produced an agreement within costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00 West Pakistanis Thursday, pro- squadron suffered "severe ca- Chevalier's close friend and of our eastern wing that we will
secretary, Felix Paquet, said wage the war and that ultimate
20 days a member may move suspended; State Police.
sualties."
1967 Pontiac Station wagon, power and air.
mised to continue the fight "till
to issue negotiating instructions
All-India also said Pakistani the French singer was in victory will be ours."
the enemy is driven out from
1965 Pontiac,4 door, double power, cuff & ready.
to the House conferees
planes raided the Amritsar danger.
our territory."
"He has good morale and his
airfield
in
northern
Punjab,
1969 Ford LTD, power and air, vinyl roof.
"Let me assure the brothers
heart is still all right but his KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. Luncheon Bombshell
of ow- eastern wing that we will dropping three bombs but
1968 Buick Electra, 4 door hardtop, power and air, vinyl
condition is definitely critical," White House Press Secretary
Ryan sprung his bombshell as
wage the war and that ultimate causing no damage.
roof, low mileage.
Paquet
said.
Ronald
Ziegler,
continuing
the
ontinued from Page ii
members slowly returned from
victory will be ours," Yahya The surrender of Pakistani
administration's critiNixon
a leisurely lunchtime recess, work, knocking out the first nine Khan said.
1968 Chevrolet Impala, four door hardtop, power and air.
forces in the East was expected HERO'S HOSPITAL
cism of India as the aggressor
during what it was going to do German tanks in the column.
Both India and Pakistan to be completed later today. KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (UPI)
in the Indo-Pakistani war:
1967 Thunderbird,4 door hardtop. power and air
about it. His motion took most,
reported a fierce tank battle When Dacca fell, Pakistani -President Nixon has signed
"The way to avoid war is not
but not all, congressmen by
troops
half
of
still held about
legislation naming Veterans
General Robertson, about underway in the Sailkot area
by starting up the tanks and
surprise.
seventy with eyes watering from northeast of Lahore, West the Mainmati military garrison Administration hospital at San
As soon as Ryan moved that the cold, but straight and Pakistan, earlier in the day.
near Comilla east of Dacca, the Antonio, Tex., after the late not by putting bullets in the
the House conferees be instruct- unafraid, ordered us to move two Although the General Assem- northwestern towns of Rangpur, war hero-movie star Audie rifles. The way you avoid war
is not to deploy war equipment
ed to accept the Mansfield three-quarter ton trucks mounted bly approved a cease-fire Dinajpur, the
southwestern Murphy.
and war forces with the
amendment -the only real with quadruple 50 calibre ,resolution, the assembly has no river port of Khulna and the
Murphy, the most decorated
Main Street
stumbling block to agreement machine guns to each end of the power to enforce its decisions. Bay of
Bengal ports of soldier of World War II, died objective of military confrontations
and
action."
-the chief House negotiator, hill to cut down any infantry that
Chittagong and Cox's Bazaar. this year in a plane crash.
The Security Council -the
Rep. Thomas Morgan, D-Pa., might try to work around the
U.N.'s peace-keeping body
moved to table, or kill, the ends of the hill. We did it.
which has the authority to send
Ryan motion.
AIKAIMINIPCSAN MEM AMCifIPA"DEA Ntline=1010111 Wit
A roll call vote was ordered.
As we stood there we noted the troops into troubled areas -has
)Por
WAWA AM
The bell sounded and congress- puff of an exploding artillery been unable to agree on a
men began straggling in from shell at the far end of the long low proposal to stop the fighting
their offices, shopping expedi- hill. Another, closer, another, between the Indians and the
tions and even the House closer. It never dawned on our Pakistanis. The Soviet Union,
gyrimasuun.
feeble mind that a German ar- which three times vetoed U.S.
When it was over Ryan had tilleryman was "walking along cease-fire proposals, introduced
lost 130-101. The total vote the brow of the hill" with his a stop-the-fighting measure
topped the necessary quorum of fender mounted 75 mm gun in his its own Thursday.
Soviets Stall
217 by only 14, reflecting the attempt to disrupt the defenses of
Many observers felt the
absence of 101 representatives. the Americans.
Soviets, who backed India in
Morgan said later that he had
the conflict, were stalling with
known about the rule for the
The shell hit two feet to our left.
past two days. Because of We caught the sight of a large their earlier vetoes until Indian
certain parliamentary prepara- chunk of the tree knocked out by troops could conquer East
tions Ryan had to undertake, the largest shell fragment. A Pakistan.
With the surrender of Dacca,
Morgan learned of Ryan's plans smaller one got us in the leg, and
to use it about an hour before a smaller one in the arm. the East Pakistan capital, Mrs.
the New Yorker offered his Nothing hurt. We rolled down the Gandhi and rebel forces immotion.
raised road in the two foot snow, mediately announced the forCompared Votes
holding our prized Thompson mation of an independent
Ryan said he decided to sub-machine gun in the air to Bengali government -the Peomake his move after comparing keep it out of the snow. It was no ple's Republic of Bangle Desh.
The first
of
the
new
the last House vote on the production line grease gun". An
Mansfield amendment with the American infantryman passed government's civil servants,
names of members who an- by and says "you won't be including the secretary general
swered a quorum call earlier in needing this anymore Captain" of the government secretariat
the day.
and scoops up the gun. "Watch and the inspector general Of
"I was optimistic," he said. it", we told him", -`the safety's police, were scheduled to begin
arriving in Dacca today to set
What Ryan did not anticipate off."
up the new regime.
was that more than a dozen
members who had voted for the
The Battle of the Bulge was Dacca, a city of 1.5 million
Mansfield amendment in Octo- underway. Ralph McCuiston was before the fighting broke out,
ber would switch and vote at embattled Bastogne, and was surrendered by its military
against his motion.
Robert I. Hendon was caught commander, Lt. Gen. A.A.K.
Not all doves were happy somewhere in the melee. Other Niazi.
with Ryan's maneuver. They Calloway County boys were at The formal surrender took
felt that a victory would have various spots in the path of the place on the grass at the Dacca
been possible only with prepa- juggernaut that proved to be the horse-race track at 6:01 a.m.
ration, and they said that dying effort of Hitler's Third EST Thursday. The surrender
ceremony was held at the same
opponents of administration Reich
spot where Rahman formally
policy were virtually precluded
from enacting any restraints on
Don't turn backward time, just announced the beginning of the
President Nixon
until the let us forget the bad and rebel struggle March 7.
A crowd of about 500 Bengalis
spring.
remember the good
cheered when Niazi -who once
promised to defend Dacca to
Others reportedly were furi- LATE MOWER
ous because they were caught
MUSKEGON, Mich. (UPI) - the last man -stripped off his
out of town when they should Third-grade teacher Sally Clark epaulets, removed the carhave been voting against the was presented with a rooster tridges from his revolver and
this week by her principal handed the weapon to Indian
War.
because she had been late IA. Gen. Jagjit Singh Aurora,
Ryan said he realized the several times.
the bearded Sikh commander of
)
risks involved but fPit it was But the rooster overslept and Indian forces in the East.
opportunity
only
virtually the
Main Cause
"I had to wake him up," Miss
The establishment of the LajinsAtjA AusugaCialM11,XIS1111111MIUMIUMEIUMMUCCEMUS/11111111BM"MOM)11
left to make the try.
Clark reported
(Continued from Page 1.
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